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im^ODUCTION
1
It
The subject matter of this paper revolves around the office
of the .governor of the Comiaonwealth of Massachusetts at a time
j
when the state is confronted with problems arising out of a war!
In which the United States is engaged.
There have been four periods in tho history of the state
since 1780 in which governors have been confronted with such
conditions. In all of these periods they have been given statu-
tory power of an emergency nature to act in a manner which is
beyond the ordinary. Sorae governors have had civilian bodies
help them execute their policies. This paper deals with those
bodies and statutes in tho periods chronologically: The Revolu-
tion, the Civil *'/ar, »/orld War I and iVorld i/ar II. Greater
emphasis is placed upon the present crisis than that placed on
earlier tines.
The method used in gathering the material for this paper
consisted in an exa.*;iination of the histories of the state and
the nation in the respective periods, of the ixCts and Resolves
of the Commonwealth, lives of various governors, Attorney-
General's Reports, Court Reports, Comriittee Reports, and many
other documents. Some of the material on the present crisis
was secured by interviews with responsible persons.
n
ci.
Note ;
Footnotes arc indicated by the author's last name and the
page number of the work quoted follovjed by a reference nuriber
shovring the sequence of the work as expressed in tho bibliocraphjjr
i at the end of the paper; for example, Lyman, p. 12 Ref, IX.
c
TIIE DAYS OF TEEE iil-IERICAN REVOLUTION A^^^D TIIE
STxvTE CONSTITUTION 01' 1780
if
1An integral part of the iUnerican-Constitutional system,
both in the federal and state levels, is the division of powers
theory vjhich is very nicely stated In the following article of
the Constitutioiij^of Ilassac iiusetts
:
"In the govermaerit of this coramonwealth , the legis-
lative departraent shall never exercise the execu-
tive and Judicial powers, or either of them: the
executive shall never exercise the legislative and
judicial powers, or either of then: the judicial
shall never exercise the legislative and executive
powers, or either of then: to the end it nay be a
government of laws and not of raen."
Upon a closer examination of the executive bmnch of our
state governiaent^ it will be observed thnt the various constitu-
tions call for a division in the exercise of responsibility and
power
.
The nominal "chief executive iaagistrate"2 is the governor
who shares this branch with elected officials who are the heads
of various executive departments,
^ Being constitutionally
I
created, and elected; either by the people or the popular branch
of the government, they are independent of the governor and his
policy.
This pluralism in the executive branch has weakened the
position of the governor and there is no doubt that this was
j
originally done with a purpose. Any re- der of early American
I History knows the differences of opinion and action that existed
between the colonial assemblies and governors,
:(t ^jc j|t j(: * jjc * >lt * V * >^ * ^:' Jis * * * ¥
1 Constitution of lias achusetts , Part I, Art. 30
2 iis used m the lian u cliusetts Constitution
3 Attorney-general", secretary of the state, auditor, and trea-
surer as found in the 'Massachusetts Constitution.
(.1
BThe governors received their appointraent to office by a
povi?er outside the colony, and thus felt duty bound to it. The
assemblies, on the whole, were elected by popular vote varying
of course with the degree of suffrage vjhich depended upon local
conditions.
The iuaerican Revolution gave the colonies their chance to
remedy this situation. In drawing up their respective consti-
tutions for the nev; governraents , the colonists as a whole inten-
ded to weaken the position of the executive branch. As to the
degree in which the various states did this, I an not interested
In general it can be said that the colonios limited this branch
breaking it up into various departrients with a governor in
name only. Some states estf^blished a multiple^ or dual execu-
tive, and others gave the governor a council to sh? re respon-
sibility with him in the exerci^se of the veto end the power of
appointiojent
,^
In the struggle that ensued immediately prior to the revo-
lution between the legislative assembly and the rcyal governor
over his salary and that of the provincial judges, there was
created by the colonists bodies or organizations known as
"committees of correspondence". They were found in every town,
with a central committee in Boston,-
o
They were the ffiLmst executive bodies of the revolutionary
4e Jje :K >r V- * *:jc Jj: )(e s(c ^ ij: :jc 3ie * 3(c Jj: J|t
4 House Documents, Vol. 9, p. 3084, Ref . '/II
5 Ibid %ols, 3, p. 1901 & Vol. 4, p.?5464
6 iJevins, p. 31, Ref. X

governments. These committees neve used for the dissemination
of information as to the movement and activity of the British
enemy. They organized the citizens against her and in the towns
they busied themselves in drawing up lists of the nets of parlia^
ment which she, England, must repeal and the position from which
she must recede.
This system of committees was afterwards adopted and used
by the other revolting colonies. Much of the actual work of
running the revolution was carried on by them; for example, the
promulgation of arguments, encoura.'rement of revolutionary ideas,
party discipline and suppression or exile of loyalists. In
short they did a great deal that was of a governmental nature
during the revolution up to the establishment of the state con-
stitution. These committees were known by various names depen-
ding upon the locality in which they were found.
Some of these names \9ere Committees of Safety, Committees
of Sixty, Committees of One Hundred, Town Committees, Precinct
Committees Committees of Inspection, and Committees of Obser-
vat ion,
8
In Massac huset '.s the centra l committee was known as the
Committee of Safety and was appointed by the Provincial Congress
1774.
7 Idem .
8 Idem.
ri
(
It drew up plans for the orf^anization of the nilitia and
was the most inportmt arm of the Provincial Congress in admin-
istering affairs. Its most notable members were John Hancock
and Dr. V/arren.
"In its hands were placed the direct "on of enlisting
men, the care of mili.ary supplies, and the guarding
of suspicious persons. Tv;ice during the spring its
powers were enlarged, while its membership was in-
creased from nine to thirteen This small
body was expected to summon and control all armed
forces, to look after the equipment of the soldiers,
and for the tiiiie being, to commission the officers.'*©
These committees carried on many functions that today woul
be carried on by the military as well as the civil branches of
the government. John Hancock was elected the first governor
under the Constitution of 1780 and the greatest problem that
faced the governor was the continued prosecution of the war.
Under the constitution, the governor had the constitutional
10
power
"—for the special defense and safety of the common-
wealth, to assemble in nartial arr^^-.y, and put in
war-like posture, the inhabitants thereof, and to
lead and conduct them, and '^ith them to encounter,
repeal, resist, expel, and pursue, by force of arms,
as well by sea as by land, within or without the
limits of this commonwealth, and also to kill, slay,
and destroy, if necessary, and conouer, by all fit-
ting ways, enterprises, and means whatsoever, all
and every such person and persons as shall, at any
time hereafter, in a hostile manner, attempt or
enterprise the destruction, invasion, detriment, or
annoyance of this commonwealth;—''
9 Nevins, p. 69 pef, X
10 Constitution of Ilassachusetts , Article VII, Sec. I, Ch. II
c
The general-court in its first session adopted the follow-
ing act:^^
"Resolve for not augmenting the powers of the governor
and council beyond the powers delegated to them by
the constitution.
"The Coromittee of both houses appointed to examine the
constitution of the Commonwealth, to see what r.o\vers
the governor and coundil are vested with during the
receos of the General Court, have attended that ser-
vice and report as their opinion, that it is not
necessary to augment the powers of the governor and
council, beyond the povjors delegated to them by the
Constitution of this Cojamonwealth."
But due to the uncertain condition of the war, the Greneral
Court decided to augment the powers of the Governor and council
1
2
so they could act when it was not in session by the enactment
of the following law:]^^
"Resolve Empowering the Governor, with the advice of
the council, to adopt such measures in the rocess
of the General Court, as shall be deemed necessary
for the defense of the eastern p':rts of this Coniaon-
wealth, and granting six thousand dollars, new em-
mission, for said purpose.
"Whereas, in the present critical situation of the
three eastern counties of this Commonwealth, it is
necessary that extraordinary powers should be vesteC
in the governor and council, in the recess of the
General Court: Therefore
"Resolved, That the Governor be, and he is hereby
empowered and recuested, by and with the advice of
• council, to adopt such erasures during the recess of
the General Court, as he may deem necessary for the
defense of the Eastern parts of this Commonwealth:
liffi l|( ^ 3^ 3}t 3|c Jic ^ Sjc afC if J ^ 3jt ^jc 3^ 9|C 3^ Sfc ^ 9^ ?^ 3^
11 Acts of 1780
.
Chapter 105, October Session
12 Between October 1780 and January 1781
13 xicts of 1780, Chapter 247, January Session
c
"^For which purpose, it is further
Resolved; That the governor be, and he is hereby em-
powered, 7?ith advice of council, to draw out of the
treasury of this Coiamonv'eQ.lth, a sum not exceeding
#6000 of new emission, part of the sum of .^20,000
ordered to be borroi7ed by the resolves of the second
Inst^int, and that the governor be reouested to give
order that the nccount of the expenditure of the
money he may drav? out of the trc'^sury in conscuence
of this resolution, be laid before the general court
for exar.iination .
"
iVhat motivated the generr.l-court to pass this act is not
clear. The fishtin^ was centered in the South, and Massachusett,
I
territory had not been the scene of a battle since the first dayj^
of the war. It may have been due to the success of the British
general Cornwallis in the South and the increasing state of ex-
haustion that was overtaking the colonials. The French had sent
a fleet and an arr.iy that arrived in Newport, Rhode Island, July,
1780, to help the coming American offensive. The presence of
this force so neap to Boston and the possibility it would engage
the British who were in New York no doubt was a factor in
creating the critical situation in the eastern p-Tt of the state
which is mentioned in the law.
The iraerican offensive in the South was a success and
Cornwallis surrendered October 17, 1782. v/ashington returned to
watch tho British at New York in 1782 and the French army re-
turned to Newport. Peace cane in 1783 witnout any further
fighting
.
((
The constitutional provision vjould in Itself seem to dele-
gate sufficient enough authority for the governor io take any
action in defense of the Coiniaon'^ealth, Hancock, who was the
governor durin,'? this period, ^as fortunate in th^t he exercised
complete control - over the political forces of the state and
could have easily had his way. He may hnve felt a reluctance to
exerciae such authority without statutory aT'.^prov 1 from the
gene r-il- court . to what v;as actually dons under this la^j? is
not revealed. However, it was there for the -governor to act in
the case of an emergencj'', and it must oe noticed only when the
general-court ^Jas not in session. VJhether he could have taken
action without such le^^islation is a mtter of speculation.
Neither the "var with England in 181S nor that with Mexico
in 1846 ca'jsed a situation in Massachuset s that v?as met with
emergency action by either the governor or the gen err«l~ court
.
*****************************
14 Nevins, pp. 215-215, Hef. X
c
CIUFri'IR II
G0V11]RN0R .-ilTOREW iUJD Tm CIVIL WAR (1R60-1865)
(
The controversy between the states of the North with those
of the South over the question of slavery, which was finally
settle^d by a civil vjar, w- s the first real emergency that
confronted the state government since the days of the revolution
•
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts was fortunate to have as
its supreme executive magistrate, John A. Andrew, a nan with a
forcible character and a determination to meet any criso^j
After his election in the Fall of I860, he visited the city
of Washington on party business. It was while he nas there that
he sized up the situation as it then existed between the North
and the South. Among the many things that he learned -/as that
the South meant and was prepared to fight.g This of course he
knew would mean war because the North would not stand idly by.
From his position as a chief executive he could only see as his
line of action the quite preparatio . of the state for war and the
avoidance of every act that might put upon the North the odium
of begining the war. From Charles Francis Adams, who was in
Washington, he received much information on the development of
the trouble, and much advise as to what action he should take.
In his inaugral address of January, I86I, ^mdrew gave vent
to his feelings and promised that llassachusetts would go to any
length to preserve the Union,
1 l/eeden pp. 63, 207 Ref . XII
2 Ibid
((
9"At the end of January iindrew ap;aln received warning
that ./ashington was in danf^er. So serious did he
believe the peril to be that he took vigorous action
at once,,,, Ke obtained from the legislature an
emergency appropriation of $100,000; and a war
council of military experts summoned by him forv7ith,
approved plans for the purchase of overcoats, blankets
and knapsacks to the number of two thousand, '^3
The above mentioned v^ar council was the only organization
created by the governor to help him formulate and carry out a
war policy. He often had conferences with officals and civilian
They were not summoned as a body or known by any name such as
those found in later periods of the State Ts history.
By the first of ^^-prll, I86I, the governor had the first
of his military preparations completed. He had the state militia
filled with young men. He had also received the authority to
enlist companies, if necessary, over and above the maximum of
five thousand allowed by law. The contracts for the overcoats
mentioned above had been given out. Some of the other things
that he did during this early period are as follows;
"He cooperated with other northern states in opening
a route to V/ashington and in making it secure; he
put militia garrisons into the forts in Boston harbor;
he sent military equipment to "aine; he sent an
agent with a credit oi 50,000( pounds sterling) to
Europe to obtain arms. He was even obliged to purchase
two steamers to take Massachusetts regiment at
Washington and Fortress Monro the provisions
which the Federal governraent was unable to supply."
4
« !(c 3^ He i(c * >K i»i * :<c :4c 9tc 9t( >i(
3 Hart (Pearson) Vol, IV, P. 5 10 fief, VI
4 Ibid ,j.505
P*
((
10
The question ivhether the governor could do all these things
under his constitutional power as suprerie executive magistrate
and coiaraander-in-cliief of the Commonwealth was not raised. If a
broad construction of Article VII of ^Section I, Chapter II of th^
constitution is allov7ed, it could no doubt be argued thr t he had
the power. However, on the twenty-first day of May, 1861, an
act was passed by the general-court entitled, "Al^ ACT TO PROVIDE
FOH THE lAAlNTMiUICE OF TliE UNION iU^D TID-: CONSTITUTION. "5 It ap-
proved all the actions of the governor which he had taken with
the approval of the council in contracts, agreements, and expen-
ditures made. It also gave him the authority with the approval
of his council:
•^To take such measures as riay be deemed nest to provide
for the arming, eciuipping and disciplining, and for the
trfinsporta tion and subsistence of so much of the mili-
tary force of the Comnonwe-lth as may be in his judgment
needed for defending, sustaining, and maintaining in its
full integrity the authority of the United States and
the constitutional and laws t:iereof."/6
He was also given the power to:
"Appoint and commission officers and agents and fix their
pay and r' hK, to settle all questions arising between
the United Stntes and the Commonwealth; to pay any tro ps
of the State called into service and arrange with the
general governrient for the reimbursement of the outlay."^
The governor had many disagreerents with Benjamin F, Butler
who was the Ma jor-General commanding the newly organized depart-
ments of i^ew England, over the question of raising troops and
5 ^i-cts of 1861
.
ChaDter 215 Extra Session
6 Idem
7 Idem
(
11
commissionine officers. Congressional ar^proval had been given
to the sjste .1 of recruiting regiments through the governors of
the several states. The act provided for the organization of
olunt ers and declared that the governors were to commission
the field, staff, and line officers of regiaents, but .hat when
the state authorities refused or did not send such troops, the
commissions were to be signed by the President of the United
States.
Q
Butler attempted to organize regiments and appoint their
officers, ^indrew refused to sign their commissions. After mucl
bickering, ilndrew finally got the ear of Washington and had tl©
department of New England abolished and the actions of Butler
voided.
The Union Defense Act was supplemented on the same day by
another act^ entitled, "Ai^ ACT IN ADDITION TO AN ACT TO PEOVIDE
FOR THE I/iAINTENiiliCE OF Tint) UNION Aim THE C NSTITUTIGN. " It
provided that in order to help the Federal government, the gove:
nor, with council approval, may direct the ire-'surer and re-
ceive r-generrl to issue debt bonds or script in the name of the
state when the general-court is not in session. The tot-^l
amount was not to exceed ^?7, 000, 000 and is payable at such time
and with such interests as the governor and his council approve
The interest is not to exceed 6^, and the currency is payable in
8 Acts of the XXXVII Congress, Chapter IX. Section 4, July 1861
9 .i.cts and Resolves of 1861, Chrr. ter 217. Extra Session
%
>
1
»
fI
12
1
1
either London or Boston and nay be expressed in tho forns of
the currency of either Groat Britain or the United States,
There vjas still another act^^ T7ith the sarnie title as the
above. It v/as approved the next day and called for the govornoi
with the approval of his coincil:
"To pay out of the Union Fund any of tho troops of this
Comraonwealth, which have been mustered into the service
of the United St- tes during the time which elapsed from
their reporting themselves for service, in pursuance of
tho order of the governor and ot the tine vjhen they were
actually Clustered into the service of the United States;
such pay shall be the same as that of the same troops
in the service of tho United States."
He was also allowed to pay the sane to Char)lins who had been or
were to be mustered into Federal service.
AS the war went on, the Federal governr^nt took a more
direct control in the recruiting of raen for the amy; although,
much freedom of action still restod in the hands of the gover-
nor.
Andrew spent much energy in bringing Lien from iCurope to
enlist in the Maasachuset s rogirnpnts and in organizing colored
regiments. There were some riots caused by the drafting of men
but .coidrew met there with force and broke their spirit. Con-
siderable tiiiB was spent in drawing up the rol's of the Ilassa-.
chusetts men who were in Federal military service.
The actual war activities of the governor which c one under
the heading of war-time or emergency actions were confined to
10 Ibid. Chapter 218
{(
the military and its preparedness.
The \-?ar was brought to a close in 1865 without any further
action other than that relf^ted above.
The conclusion thrt one might draw from this ch?:^T:ter is thai-
the governor did not question whether he had the authoriti' to act.
He just went ahead and prepared the st^ite, keeping very close to
the military needs. The general- court a proved the action he hai.
taken, and then it s^ve him the stttutory power to prepare the
militia. It decided also to give him power to control a cert'^-ln
aspect of the st ^te finances as a military rc-easure.
(I
CmiPTEB III
THE WAR OF 1917
(i
The creation of a Massachusetts Coraaittee on Public Safety
was the answer of the governor, Saiauel W, McCall, to the tension
that existed due to the breaking of diplomatic relations by the
United States with Germany in 1917.
The impetus for the establishing of such a comittee cam©
from two important citizens of the state - James J, Storro^v and
Charles W, Weed.^ It was first called together as a provisional
committee on February 10, 1917. The Massachusetts Committee on
Public Safety was to be composed of a hundred citizens which
when they met were to be known as the "Committee of a Hundred".
Their first meeting as such was on the fourteenth of February,
1917. At this meeting the governor stated the purpose for the
organization of such a committee. He said;^
"My difficulty in selecting this cO' .^littee was rather
one of exclusion than of selection, because in con-
sidering the make-up of such a citizens committee in
the Commonwealth one finds a splendid wealth of mater-
ial. V/hat I tried to do was to get one hundred of the
best men in the State, with a special idea of their
fitness for the work, and representative as a body of
the different Interssts, the different lines of in-
dustry, and the different elements of our citizenship,
so that it would stand as representative of the Y;hole
Coraraonweol th.
"I had an idea thnt it was well to have a committee of
this char cter consider those problems that grow out
of our present delicate international relations, and
give to the Commonwealth, and through it to the coun-
try, the benefit of its advice, and, if necessary, of
its action. I did not appoint the Committee with the
idea that war was probable. I am expressing no opin-
1 Lyman, p. 3. Ref.
2 Lyirian, p. 6, and Long, pp. 169-170. Ref.

IS
"ion upon that point. But I think we will all agree
that war is at least possible; and as it is possible
it behooves us to do what we can to get the Coramon-
wealth of Massachusetts where it raay, as it always
has in time of national crises, respond very quickly
to any call from the Nation."
On this same day the 'tJommittee of a Hundred" elected an execu-
tive committee which was really an extension of the provisional
caamittee previously appointed b the governor. This executive
committee was to be the directing unit of the whole organization
and was composed of twenty-five members, with Jaraes J. Storrow
as chairman and Charles F, Weed vice-chairman. Henry B. Sndicotjjt
was elected executive manager with eight assistants.
The "Committee of a Hundred" met only three times as such
after this meeting.^ The work of the Massachusetts Committee on
Public Safety was done through a system of sub- comrait tees whose
membership cane both from the Committee and the general public.
These sub- commit tees were:
Finance
Coordination of Aid Societies
Industrial Survey
Transpor ta t io n
Hygiene, lledicine and Sanitation
Federal and State Legislation
Food Production and Conservation
Publicity
Land Forces
State Protection
Naval Forces
Military Equipment and Sup lies
Emergency Help and Squipment
Mobilization and Concentration Camps
Horses
Trucks and Motor Cars
Recruiting
Home Guards
1 March 17, 1917; December 6, 1917; November 20, 1918.
2 Lyman pp. 12,537-541 Ref, jx
J.
Lyman says that those sub or preparatory coirmittoes were:
"Created primarily to r.ieet exigencies arising during?;
the interval between peace and the anticipated war.
Although one or tT7o of them Mere later discontinued,
as overlapping or unnecessary to the general plan,
the demands on others after the United States became
an active belligerent often changed naterially in
character frora their original purpose, or r?ere ab-
sorbed in the broader activities and functions of
the State or Nation.,"
1
Continuing, he goes on to say:
"They also greatly assisted in concluding satisfactory
and CO-ope rating relations with the roj3t of New Eng-
land and with sister States, and eventually with the
Council of National Defense at Washington. Each unit,
though formed on the same pattern, was independent in
itself, working in conformity with the requirenents
of its local conditions, yet always within the scope
of the general scherie. Together they constituted a
powerful aggregate, striving in patriotic accord to
do their full shrre towards the attainment of a single
generic purpose .'-g
To indulge in a detailed analysis of the work of these
committees would be beyond the bounds of this paper. They took
part in almost every activity relating to the prosecution of the
war. I will describe the organization and work of one or two of
these comraitteos and sp.^ak in general of the rest.
5
First, the Committee on Emergency Help and Equipment is
best described in Lyman* s report?^
"Yet in the judgment of the Executive Comiaittee, an effic-
ient local defense called not only for properly equip-
ped Guards to prevent or repel attack, but that the re-
sultant evil incident to any such misadventure might
be quickly remedied, '^ith this in view, and in order
»;>:******j(c*J*|*S*J>jt*2****^^^ equipment ready for re-
1 Lyman p. 12 Bef. ix
2 Ibid p. 13 Kef, ix
3 Kart Vol. V, pp. 605,617 ,625, 626, 627, 62f Ref. yj
4 Lyman pp. 49-50
((
"construction work, a Cominlttee on Emergency Help and
Equipment was formed. Beginning February 24 this
Comnittee organized the construction and ruaterial men
of the State, so that all building agencies through-
out the Commonwealth might be available for immedi' te
service. A sub-committee uas appointed, with Kr. Gow
as chairman, and an executive board, who divided the
State into five geographical sections, each under its
own district chairman, fir. E.S. Larned, a well-known
civil engineer, was enployodj at the personal expense
of members of the sub-coLimittee , to act as secretary
and organizer, and he gave his entire tirae for several
months to the duties involved. Through his efforts
and those of the district chairmen, every contractor
and supplier of building material in the Commonwealth,
signed a pledge to furnish labor, materials, and equip-
ment, without profit, at the call of his district
chairman. Local chairmen were designated for each city
and larger town, in order that a responsible officer
might be quickly available in localities where trouble
arose. In addition, instructions were given to the
local authorities, railroad companies and heads of
commissions as to the course of procedure when action
on their part becaiae necessary,"
The full strength of this sub-comraittee was never fully
utilized. However, it did many things; such as, the repair of
the chief power unit at the Springfield Armory.^ It also sup-
plied the Ninth Regiment stationed at the 7/atertown Arsenal,
and it helped to build the Squantum Aviation School. ^ it se-
cured the salvage for the school when the site was taken over by
the Federal Government.^ It built a sewerage and a water systen,
plus other accommodations, for the Ninth Regiment when it was
encauiped at South Framingham.^
1 Lynan p. 50 Ref. IX
2 Idem .
3 IHIF . p. 51
4 Idem.
(
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Second, Lyman says the following about the Committee on
Transportation
:
^The Transportation Comiaittee*s particular function Tvas
to arrange for the rapid, unimpeded transport tion of
troops when summoned in case of riot or other eraergency;
to protect critical points throughout the State, such
as power houses, sources of power, bridges, munitions,
v9ater-supply plants, conduits, etc.; or to neet any
danger threatening the public safety and demanding the
presence of armed forces.
"A card index list was made by the Committee and sub-
mitted to Che chairman of the Committee on Stc.te Pro-
tection, together with the best information obtainable
as to the particular street railvmy officials to be
notified in case of a given emergency,
Urn
A map was also drawn up showing po7jer lines, steara railroad
and street car tracks. It was also suggested that working hours
be staggered so that transportation facilities vjould not be over
taxed. 2 The committee arranged for free transportation for the
2nd, 6th and 9th Hegiraent who were goiiig on guard duty.^
Third, the Committee on Horses made a survey of all horses
for military use and gave actual assistance to the 9th Regiment
in April, 1917.^
From the above brief description of a fe^ of the coramitteea
it can be seen to ^hat extent they undertook their various tasks
all of which came under the general pattern of the Massachusetts
Committee on Public Safety,
Jtt 4: % ^^ 4^ ^ !K ^ ^ if: >K ^^ ^ 3|( ^ 3t( ^ >K^ 4i
1 Lyman pp, 19 & 20
2 Ibid p. 20
3 Ibid. p. 21
4 Ibid p. 25
s
*
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That all of these things could be undertaken under existing
laws was doubted.
-j^
On April 24, 1917, the Governor sent a mes-
sage to the general court asking for emergency war powers. The
message read as follows:
"A coinmittee connected with the Committee on Public
Safety has prepared a bill in part following prece-
dents established during the Civil V/ar that soens
to cover the present situation. They have confer-
red with the At torney-G-enoral and I understand it
meets with his sanction. The bill seems to me to
give powers which may be needed in this emergency,
and I recomniend its passage, or with such modifi-
cations as nay seen wise to the Legislature
.
The enacted statute was known as "The Comraonweal th Defense
Act", and it had no precedent in the history of the State. It
was the first of its kind adopted in the United States.
^
On the scope of this raeasure Ljrman says the following:
"But by far the most important State law enacted, ns affect-
ing the Interests of the Committee on T'ublic Safety,
was the Commonwealth Defence Act. The birth of the
Massachusetts Committee on Public Safety was the re-
sult of a universal feeling among our citizens that
the tines demanded an entirely new order of defense,
and the growth of the Committee's work was supported
by patriotic enthusiasm. At the begin ing, however,
its scope was strictly limited to such action as our
anti-war laws permitted. It therefore became at
once of the utt:iost importance to procure legislation
as free as possible from red tape, and bronder in
conception than the laws under which we hc-6. been
living through a long era of peace; otherwise the re-
sults the Committee afterwards obtained, and for which
it was created, could never have been gained in strict
accordance with either our statute or common law. To
meet this necessity which the war had brought about,
and to strengthen the hands of the Committee, the Com-
monwealth Defence Act was passed on May 26, 1917.^
1 Lyman p. 22 Ref. ix
2 Long p. 191 Ref. VIII
3 Lyman p. 23 - Hart p. 602 Hef. IZ
4 Ibid, p. 22

John H. Sherburne says:
"This act placed almost supreme nilitary poT7ors, for
the duration of the v7or, in the honds of the governor.
It gave him the right of seizure of property and
broad po'vvers over the production use and distribution
of food. It authorized courts to refuse bail in
ccses menacing the public sa'ety, authorized the
suspension of certain Imis relating to labor and to
the appointment of civil officers and in other re-
spects greatly extended the pov/er of the executive
civil officers. Drastic as it was and contrnry to
the precedents of State constitutional legislation,
the law was accepted by all sane and patriotic
people as a necessary v?ar eiaorgency measure,
"The Federal legal authorities endorsed it, forri and
substance, and recommended it to other States a? an
excellent example of legislat"' n, a recomraendat ion
that vjas widely followed, Ar. ;jOon as it v;ent into
effect, the governor delegated much of his authority
to the Committee on Public Safety."
The contents of the bill were many. On this point, Lycian
says
:
g
"iiiaong the principal subjects treated were the regis-
tration of aliens over eighteen years of age and the
imposition of additional restrictions upon this class
of citizens, i,7ith a punitive clause added for any
violation of the provisions of the act. The governor
v)as e.Tipowored to take property, real and personal,
and to give conpensation for the saie; to apT)oint
spcjcial officers, and to cooperate with the Council
of National Defense. In addition, he was authorized
to delegate to others sorae of the po\7ers given to
him by the bill, the later erercise of i?hich right
proved the base and bulwark of a greater part of the
activities of the Committee on Public Safety. It
contained provisions, also, for the transfer of real
estate located within the Commonwealth to persons
outside the state, and to a certain degree relaxed
the rigor of the law in cases of absentee defendants
who viCTe in the military or naval service. It estnb-
lished the rights of courts to refuse bail to defen-
1 Hart (Sherbourne) p. 606, vol, V Ref. vi
2 LyLian pp. 23 & 24 i^ef, ix

"dants when their liberty involved a menace to the
public safety. The construe oion of explosives, bomb
or shell, .^as Liade subject to fine and impr i somien t •
The act also Qt.ve the governor the right to survey
the amoiint of food in the CoJiinonv;eal th, as -.veil as
land and labor available for its Droduction; to
collect all such other dcta us would help st;ren{5then
the food situation, -.vith forcible attendance of vJit-
nesses and co-operation of State dep- rtments in gather-
ing such information: and the po"7er to regulate the
use of fireworks and firecrackers. It provided fur-
ther, for the appointment of a committee for regu-
lating and licensing the hours of labor during the
period of the infar."
It was under this st'tute that the Committee on ^•'ublic Safe"ity
acted.
Some of the other activities undertaken by the cominittee
were publicity, coordination of the aid societies to prevent
overlapping of effort, farm labor, intelligence, registr?, t ion,
establishment of schools for the arried forces, gathering of
military equiprient , and outfitting the State Gu-rd. Other com-
mittees ?i?ere established made up of interested citizens and
professional men. Some of these were the Volunteer Dental Com-
mittee, the Chiropodist Preparedness Committee, the Peter Bent
Brighani Hospital Unit, and the Speakers Bureau. A radio school
was conducted to trcin operators. Great assistance was render-
ed to the City of Halifax vvhen that city 'ivas confronted with a
terrible catastrophe. The committee helped in the settlement o;
labor disputes, ai. saw-mill unit ^naa sent to t5nglr?Jid, and boys
were trained for farm work. Americanization, landlord and Ten-
ant -Var Profiteering and Hon-war Construction Committees were
also set up.
I
THE PRSSSI^T CRISIS UJD EXTRAORDINARY POWHi (1941-1943)

It was on August 5, 1940, that the first official signs of
a state mobilization to meet a vjorld crisis ''lere noticed.
Governor Saltonstall released preliminary plans for the
formation of a Massachusetts Comittee on Public Safety. It T7as
to proceed alonf^ the same lines of its late predecessor (1917-
1918) under Governor McCall.
"It \i?ill provide an active central org' nization to co-
ordinate the many defense activities no^ under way in
this state and to deal v^ith the varied problems
affecting the welfare of the citizens likely to arise
in connection with national defense.",
1
On the functions of this committee, the Governor said the follow*
"Massachusetts has unsurpassed natural and human re-
sources; and a body of citizens eagor to use these
resources to the fullest extent for our comnon x^ell-
being. I am reliably inforried that no other state
in the Union is doing more than - if as much as -
Massachusetts in contributing to the national de-
fense or in building up its om strength to meet any
possible contingency, i/hat we need most now is a
directing agency to unify our efforts so that they
will produce maximum effectiveness.
"I want to make it clear that I am not creating this
committee on the basis of any opinion that war is
imminent. I have no official infoniation not com-
pletely knoxm to the general public through the news-
papers and radio.
"But I think every citizen will agree that the situa-
tion demands the utmost preparedness.
"The time to prepare for every contingency is now; and
not when a crisis is too close upon us for effective
action. Hence my decision at this time to form this
committee of able patriotic citizens. I feel that the
part which they can play is most important."
1 Release frcm the Governor's office Ilonday, ^lUgust 5, 1940.
2 Idem.
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Continuing, the (Jovernor said:
o
"The usefulness of such a comiiittee was amply demon-
strated by the brilliant record of Governor KcCall^s
comraittee under the chairmanship of the late James J.
Storrow, with Henry B, Endicott as its executive
manager. So far as we can see noT7, the committee
about to be set up will function along siiiilar lines.
"Its scope will be primarily non-military, although it
will assist the military authorities in such ways as
they may require civilian co-operation.
"It will work closely with the federal government. In
fact, one of its principal functions will be co-ordin-
ation of local, state, federal and private activities.
"It will be the directing and advising organization for
the defense comraittees which we have alre dy estab-
lished in every city and town.
"It will make plans and preT)arations for handling; all
sorts of problems likely to arise when a nation over-
night vastly increases its industrial and military
establishments. Such problems may include possible
fuel shortages, aid in recruiting, public information,
food and agricultural resources, transportation,
housing, and many other fields, including emergencies
impossible to foresee.
"I am confident thnt we are going to assemble a repre-
sentative group of the best-fitted men and women in
our state who will be ready and willing to give their
best efforts to this task. And I am equally sure that
they will have the 100 percent co-operation of all
the citizens of the Commonwealth."
5 Idem.
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The governor organized this ccanmlttee under his executive
power as chief-executive-raasistrate of the state. What po^^ver
has the governor to create such a body? The governor *s consti-
tutional power in time of emergency has been restricted by the
amendment of the article under ^hich his predecessors acted,
^
The article under which he now acts was amended to the
constitution in 1918, and it states:
"The general court shall provide by law for the re-
cruitraent, equipment, organization, training and dis-
cipline of the military and naval forces. The gover-
nor shall be the commander-in-chief thereof, and
shall have po77er lo assemble the whole or any part of
therein for training, instruction or parade, and to
employ then for the suppression of rebellion, the re-
pelling of invasion, and the enforcement of the laws.
He may, as authorized by the general court, prescribe
from time to time the or^nization of the military and
naval forces and make regulations for their govern-
ment.'*
5
It is not as broad and sweeping in the power it gives tc
the governor as that of the original article, so consequently
the addition of supplementary statutory power was necess-^^.ry.
Total war meims a total defense, and \vith this purpose in
mind the general court of Massachusetts girded itself for this
totality of conflict by enacting into law statutes that are of
such a magnitude that they cover adequately the demands for an
all-out-defense
.
One of the features of the system of government of the
enemy is the centralization of authority and power in the hands
9|t >(: )(c ifi :^ 3)1^ 3((:t: 4c ]^ 3(c 9k )ic 3ic »|c ^ ^ 3^ 4c >K * ^
4 Constitution of Massachusetts, Section I, Chanter II, Art. VII.
5 Ibid, Art. LIV.
(
of a single individual who either exercises it himself or dele-
gates it to trust-worthies.
It would seem that the legislature of the old Bay-State
took one from the axis foe when it passed the two statutes under
which so much has been done in the way of eaergency action by
the chief-executive power of the state and his subordinates.
The first was entitled AI^ aCT TO PROVIDE FOR TIlp; SAFETY OF TTEE
COmOHv7EALTH IN TBQC OF MILITARY miERGEnOY and was passed in
6
October of the 1941 session of the general court.
It is divided into two parts, the first of 'which is both
organizational and comissary in nature and the second of which
is a coraniission of powers.
The first calls for the creation of a Massachusetts E ler-
gency Commission by the governor. This commission is to have
the authority to conduct practice air raids and blackouts, lay
down regulations for the sara© and prescribe insignia for its
members. Cities and towns are allowed to do the same with the
approval of the commission. Cities and towns may also add
auxiliary members to their respective police and fire depart-
ments. At the governor's request, they are to send their police
and fire personnel with equipment to any part of the state th'^t
he may designate. They may render aid to other cities and towns
when asked for by said cities and towns.
6 Title, Chapter 719 Acts of 1941.
(
It is only after the President of the United Stf-tes has in-
formed the govornor of an emergency or after the declarrtion of
war th- t the governor, ^;vith advice and consent of council, nay
issue a proclamation setting forth a str te of eraergency. -i.fter
the promulgation of such a proclamation and ?/ith the consent of
the council, the governor may take possession when he deer.is it
necessary:
^
"(1) of any land or buildings, machinery or equipment
(2) of any horses, vehicles, motor vehicles, aero-
planes, sliips, boats or any other means of con-
veyance, roiling stock of steam or electric rail-
roads or of street railways
(3) of any cattle, poultry and any provisions for man
or beast, and any fuel, gasoline or other neans of
propulsion ?/hich may be necessary or convenient
for the use of the military or n^val forces of the
coiarriom?ealth or of the United Stntes, or for the
better or welfare of the commoni'vealth or its in-
habitants."
The governor is also given povier to cooperate with federal
authorities, civilian and military, and authorities of other
states in order to better the national defense. lie may make
orders and regulations for blackouts and air raids as well as
for the presei-vation of life and property. These regulations
and orders are to supercede any existing law, ordinance, rule,
etc. for the duration of the state of emergency. Viol- tion of
the same carries a penalty. Although this act was to expire on
the first d-.y of February, 1941, it has since been anended and
7 ^xact quotes. Part II, Section 6, Tar.(c), Clauses (1), (2),
and (3) of Chapter 719 Acts of 1941.
(
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now is in effect for the duration of the eriergen<jy.g It was
legislation passed during a period of peace TJhich v;as soon
followed hy one of war.
On December 8, 1941, the governor acting under the authority
of Chapter 719 which called for the erection of a llassachuset t-s
EEaergency Comraission appointed as chairman J, V/ells Farley vJho
was also the executive director of the Comriiittee on Public
Safety. ii.s members, he appointed the following departraent heads
the Adjutant General, the Public './orks CojUQissioner, the Com-
missio ier of Public Safety, the Metropolitan Dis l.rict Conniissiorif-
er, the Public Health Comiaissioner and the Public Utilities Com-|
inissioner. ..t the same time he made it clear that he was not
invoking the broad powers conferred upon him by the act.g
This action now g' ve Massachusetts two bodies th-^t were to
act in case of a war emergency; one created by and receiving itj|B
power from the executive, the other receiving its power and
being est??blishod by the legislative branch. The governor seena|
to have thoug t of some way in which to fuse the two by appoint-
ing as chairman of the Com-'iission the director of the Committee
on Public Safety. How tr-ie was going to work out was never
quite seen because an act^was approved on the thirty-first day
of January, 1943, which abolished the Massachusetts Emergency
Commission and ^ve its power to the governor's Committee on
8 Chapter ill .icts of 1945
9 Release from Cxc ve rnor ' s Office dated December 8, 1941
10 Chapter VI -icts of 1942
(
Public Safety. This same act also stated than the Committee wa
to appoint an executive committee to exercise these functions.
The executive committee's membership was to be restricted to
citizens of the United States and allied nations. All this
would seem to give a definite approval by the legislature of the
action of the governor in creating his Committee on Tublic
Safety. There also were other legislative enactments^^'iich
might be considered as constituting an approval of the Committee,
That greater statutory power for the governor to act was
quite evident. The Attorney-General says the following on such
legislation:
12
"Prior to the convening of the special session of the
General Court on January 25, 1942, this Department had
engaged in a survey of the legal machinery of the
Common?/ealth v.'ith reference to its adaptability to
meeting a sudden emergency ^/Jhich mi^^ht confront it in
the event of tctal war. Mf.ads of various departments,
divisions, boards and commissions of the Commonvrc alth
were consulted ?/ith reference to their particular
problems and many proposals for legislation vjere re-
ceived and considered."
Continuing, the report says:
"Araong measures enacted at the special session was
chapter 13 of the acts of 1942, entitled "iin Act to
provide for the safety of the Commonwealth during the
existing st te of war," This iiaportant enactment,
together :'v'i th chapter 719 of the Acts of 1941, expressly
confers upon the Chief Executive vast powers over per-
sons and property within the Commonwealth. In effect,
these are powers conferred upon the Chief Executive to
govern by order or decree, subject to the li.'-^itations
imposed by the General Court,"
This additional statute approved the governor's State of
U Chapter III Resolves 1941, Chc.pters^35, 210 and 419 Acts ,1941
12 -ri-ttornoy Goi^esjal't; Report pp. 9-10, Kef. II
(
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Emergency proclamation issued under the former act. In order tc(
meet this emergency it stated that the governor, in addition to i
the power which he already has, shall have all the pov/er neces-
sary over persons and property which is within ihe bounds of the
legislature to grant to him as the surjrerae executive magistrate
of the state and comraander- in- chief of its military forces.
Then, without limiting this gr^ nt of power, the act speci-
fically enumerates that upon which he nay exercise this aut'iorit
It allows hijHi to issue orders and regulations which if
violated carry punishnent and like the preceding act it states
that such orders and regulations were to set aside any law,
ordinance, rule, etc. which are inconsistent with them. It also
allows the Civil Service Director with a majority of the Civil
Service Comiaission to set aside the legal provisions tiiat apply
to the eriployment of persons.
The constituted authorities may enter upon private prop-
erty for the purpose of enforcing air r^id and blackout regula-
tions.
Full police powers are given to the auxiliary police member
of cities and tavns when they arc on active duty wearing the
proper insignia. Active duty is that Vi/hich is set forth by the
proper authorities in each jurisdiction when they state ^hat a
situation exists which oannot be properly handled by the regular
and reserve police forces. Towns may allow the auxiliary police
3|c :fc )|c ;ic * 3ti sK 41 i|c :|(:>|c % 'Ic 4:% 3^ 4( >K 3|( 'ft * >ti >f:
y.
s
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i
to enforce blackout and air raid ref^^ula tions as stated above.
Recovery of damages for property taken under this act ia
permitted, and the method to claim these d- mages is stated. The
act is to remain in force for the duration of the emergency.
The following are the acts in full \7ith the amending acts
as passed by the legislature. (See appendices.)
((
Svidence presonts itself that the 1917 statute was consul- !
13 '
ted by the General Court when they drew up chapter 719, There
are whole sections taken verbatim from the former. Paragraphs
(c), (d) and port of (e) of section 6 of 719 are exactij the
same as sections 6, 7 and part of 8 of chapter 34?. of 1917.
Paragr-'ph (f ) of the same section 719 does not deviate from
section 9 of 342. I3oth chaptor 719 and 13 give more powor to
the governor than that givon to the governor in 1917 by 342,
The council of state governments has dravm up a model de-
fense act for the states to adopt. It is of interest to compare
this model act \7ith these two emergency laws. It is called 'An
Act Relating to National and State Defense, Providing for the
Establishment of a State Council of Defense and Loc>"l and Dis-
trict Councils of Defense, and T'rescribing the Pov^ers and Dutioa
Thereof." The first sections call for the executive establlsh-
14
ment of a state council of defense. Chapter 719 covers this
section adequately. The powers given in the modol act to the
governor arc not as great os the powers conferred upon the
Massachusetts governor b ^ chapter 719 and 13. The war council
of trtis act is to be an advisory body rather than an adrainistia-
tive body. It makes suggestions and invostige t.es and then
advises the governor to t-ike certain actions within the Ijmits
of the act.
13 Chaptor 342 .-icts ,1917
14 Titie—Book of otatos pp.41 U 4^3, uef. Ill
(
Unlike his predecessor of 1917, the present governor did
not delegate the authority conferred upon him by the emergency
laws enmasse to his Committee on Public Safety, lie hrs used
this power through the promulgation of "Executive-Orders 7 which
are something new in the history of the state. No governor in
the past has executed the provisions of an act by an executive
order. Proclamations have been used ;)y most of the governors,
some of them carrying out laws and others just st ting facts,
15 16
Why then does he use an executive order? From the Cyclo-
pedia of American Grovej-maent
:
"The Ordinance Power - an important domain of execu-
tive poT??er is that of issuing ordinances, regula t ioiiS
,
or decree laying down rules for the guidance of
administrative officials, interpreting the neaning
of statutes, or of supplementing the lai^s in respect
to many matters which have been left to the direction
of the executive,"
Then from the laws themselves, the following is quoted, and
according to said chapter 719 ti:ie governor, after issuing this
proclamation setting forth a state of emergency,
"may whenever he considers that the public safety so
requires make such orders or regulations for air
raid precautions and for the preservation of life
and nroperty as he xiay determine to be advisable,
and loay appoint such persons as he deems necessary
to carry out said orderii and regulations."
Groing on the act says:
"So far as necessary to insure that blackouts or other
civilian defense laeasures ebtablished by the governor
under any regulations provided by him shall be effective
5 Long, FroclamationG pp.316,r;52, & 399, Rcf,VIII
16 Ibid p. 164
17 Cyclopedia, Volume I p. 688 Ref, V
18 Section 8, Par. (a), Chapter 719 kcts 1942

"and coriplete, the provisions of orders made under
this section during the period for v^hich they are
in force sahll supersede any lav;s, rules, regula-
tions, ordinances or by-laws to the extent that
they are inconsistent thereY;ith."^g
From chapter 13,
"The governor rriay exercise any power, authority,
or discretion conferred upon hir:: by any provision
of this act or of said chapter seven hundred and
nineteen by the issuance or promulgation of execu-
tive orders or general regulatic.ns, or through such
departraent or agency of the commonT^ealth or of any
political subdivision thereof, or such persons as
he way direct by a \^riting signed by him and filed
in the office of the State Secretary."
20
And continuing, it states that,
"Any provision of any general or special lav/, or of
any rule, regulation., ordinance or by-law, to the
extent that such provision is inconsistent with any
order or regulation issued or proriulgcted under this
act, shall bo inoperative w lile such order or such
regulation is in effect; provided, thPt nothing in
t-,is section shall be deeraod to affect or prohibit
any prosecution for a violation of any such provi-
sion before it becairie inoperative .
"^^
As the -.ittornoy-Genoral says in his report,
"In effect, these are powers conferred upon the Chief
Executive to govern by order or decree, subject to
the liLiitaticns imposed by tho General-Court, In
noKial tii'jes such powers would be utterly inconsis-
tent v:ith a denocratic form of governiient .
"
The report clains the right of such power for the governor when
it says that,33
"lu the light of experiences of other countries
during the present war (however) it vias believed
that such po\7ers would anable the State govern-
19 Ibid par, (b)
20 Chapter 13, Section 3, ACts. 1943
21 Ibid
,
Section 4
22 Report attorney General p. 10 Ref, II
25 Ibid
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'*ment to rjieet protiptly and effectively at least soiae
of the forseeable eraorf^encies of total ivar."
Realizing the potential power of these orders, the Attornejl-
Gener-l's office foriiiulated,
24
"certain rules of procedure with reference to consider-
atioij. of requests for the exercise of these extra-
ordinary poxvers. This procedure, designed to facil-
itate the" proriulgstion of iilxecutiYe Orders vdien needed
and at the sarae tirce to submit all re uests to the
most thorough and searching legal scrutiny that circum-
stances would permit, has been generally followed. Re-
quests for Executive Orders initiated by ,30verni.iental
departraents are tr-nsniitted to the Office of the Gover-
nor ia duplicate, thus permitting the Chief Executive
to forvvard one copy Imedictely to the Attorney General
for his advice and opinion. Departraent heads h ;ve been
Instructed to include in such requests (a) a statement
of the results sought to be achieved ' y the Greyer; (b)
a full statement of the facts which brought about the
request for the Order; (c) as coraplete references as
possible to existing laws, rules and regulatio is per-
tinent to the subject iBtter of the request; (d) a
stateraent of reasons why existing laachinery is inade-
quate to effect the result souglit by the Order; and
(e) suggestioiis by the Department head for specific
liiiitations to prevent proLiulgation of Executive Orders
in forras so broad that they might affect situations not
intended to be covered."
'*Upon receipt of a copy of the request this Department
Iraraedintely begins a study of the factual situation and
the 1q'/. The Departraent endeavors to investigate facts
on which requests for each PJxecutive Order are predi-
cated and ca^jofully to study the relation of the pro-
posed Executive Order to provisions of existing law.
In each case effort is (fade to keep the disruption of
the normal legal r.iocbinery of the Comraon^ealth down to
a rilnimum, to -provide safeguards against arbitr- ry or
capricious action when authority is delegated, and to
confine the provisions of the Order to the riatters
intended to be dealt with."
24 Ibid pp 10-12
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"Before an Order roaches the sta(;e of final draft, it
is particularly subjected in this Departrient to Ihe
test of whethcjr it will (a) expedite the war effort
by providing for positive action; (b) expedite the
war effort b - removing legal inpedirients to action
necessary to the war effort; (c) expedite the ^ar
effort by co-operation v^ith the Federal government or
the govemment of another st; te in a manner not
provided for by existing law; and (d) preserve the
principles of local authority, home rule and stPte
sovereignty in so far as it is possible so to do con-
sistently with the object believed to be necessary to
the legality of a proposed Order found necessary to
the war effort or any part thereof, such doubts are
resolved in favor of taking affirnative action neces-
sary or eicpedient to the prosecution of the V7ar.
Technical legal consideration are not permitted to
out«7eigh the paramount object of a successful Far
effort."
Under the procedure just described the governor has promul-
gated fifty- three executive orders from the thirty-first day of
January, 1941, to the eigith day of March, 1943. Thre^^of them
have been issued solely on the authority of charjter 719 and seven
26
under tiiat of chapter 13. The reriaining forty- three have been
issued under the provisions of both chapters. Twentg^of these
orders set aside either the ^ole or part of existing statutory
law. One aaends a statute and four mke additions to a statute,
26 29 ^
One order amends another and ti;7o repeal three others.
30 31
25 Executive Ordeis 1,2,3
S6 Ibid 4,5,6,7,9,11 k 23
27 Ibid 5 , 9 , 18 , 20 , 21 , 23 , 25 , 26 , 27 , 28 , 29 , 31 , 33 , 36 , 37 , 41 , 42 , 43 , 49 , 51
28 Ibid 4
29 Ibid 12,16,19,34
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Under these executive orders, power has been granted to the
Massachusetts Committee on Public Safety, Departments of the
State Groverrijaent , Cities and Towns, people, and other units of
the gove rni;ient
.
In the first group following is a brief description of the
content of each order thet grants power specifically to the
Massachusetts Committee on Pu lie Safety alone and to it in con-
junction with other departments of the stete government. It
should be noticed Vr&t r^ost of the po^er revolves about the
protection of people and property with rules and regulations
during tines of air-raids and blackouts and other emergencies of
like nature.

On the thirty-first day of December, 1941, the governor
issued Execu"<ive Order No« I . By this order he confirmed -lis
creation of the Massachuset ' s Comdttee on Pu')lic Safety and tlB
appointment of its members. He gives it the pov;er to organize,
supervise, direct and coordinate local coimaittees in the cities
and towns. The Committee with all the other duly constituted
officers of the State are directed to carry out all the orders
issued or to be issued by the governor for • ir raid precautions
or the preservation of life and property. The Committee is
also, subject to the governor *s direction, authority to take
all further action for the same. This order gave to the
Massachusetts Committee on Pu; lie Safety power that was to be
exercised by the Massachusetts Emergency Commission i^hich had
not as yet been abolished. Executive Order No. 5 did the same
thing. It prescribed rules and regulations as to lighting,
movement of persons and vehicles, signals and the like during
the period of a blackout. The Massachuset s Comraittee on Public
Safety was given supervisory power over blackouts and the con-
duct of them. This order was promulgated January 8, 194S.
Before any more executive orders pertaining to the Massachusetts
Committee on Public Safety were issued, an act, as stated before
was approved on the thirty-first of January abolishing the
Massachusetts Emergency Commission and giving its power to the

Safety Committee. This action by the Gener 1 Court would con-
stitute an approval of Executive Orders 1 and 3. On this s.arie
day chapter 13 was approved. Both of the above orders vjotq
issued under the authority of chapter 719 alone.
Executive Order Uo, 10 came out on the thirty-first of
March and it gave to the Massachusetts Committee on "Pu' lie
Safety power to hold practice blackouts at Its discretion. The
rules set forth In Order 3 were to take effect when this order
is enforced.
Executive Order No. 30 gives power to both the I!assachusetts
Committee on Public Safety and the Conimissloner of T^ublic /el-
fare to take action in the event the U.S. Government orders
evacuation of specified areas within the State. This action
pertains to the care of the homeless and injured.
Executive Order No. 40 was issued at the reuest of the
Federal Groverniaent . It estnbllshed diinout areas and regulatloni
for such. The Committee is allowed to change any part of this
order except sections 14, 15 and 16 which deal with automobiles
and their li^^ting. This Order also voids Order Iv*o. 51 which
deals with the same thing in a more liniited manner.
Executive Order No. 45 was issued to roeet the oil shortage,
It gare power to both the Committee and the Comraissionor of
rublic V/elfare to provide and c- re for people who are forced ou1
of their homes for the lack of fuel.
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Executive Order Ko. 47 gave authority to the Committee and
the Comriissioneis of Public ./elfare, Tublic Health, Education,
and Labor and Industries to cooperate with the Federal Govern-
ment and with each other and :7ith other agencies in order to
provide day care for children of women who arc working in
national defense and the like.
Executive Order No. 50 called for the orv'^onization of the
hospitals of the State to meet any emergency. The organization
is set up and described as to its functions. The director of
the r:iedical division of Public Safety Committee was given cer-
tain control over the emergency hospitals as set up under this
orde r.
The last Order that relates to the Committee vms Executive
Order Uo, 55 , issued February 12, 1943. It defined civilian
defense terns and restated the regulations pertaining to lights,
movements of persons and vehicles, practice blackouts and air
raids, signals, and the enforceiTBnt of such with its penalities
for violation. It also voids and sets aside executive orders
3 and 10, as of February 17, 1943.
The preceding orders wi ih the provisions of the emergency
statutes are the legal br;sis upon which the Committee on Public
Safety has acted. This, of course, in addition to the powers,
the governor had the right to give it as chief executive magis-
trate of the state,
***************************
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The Council of State Goverriiiiont in its ruemoranduia of
32
.lUgust 2, 1940, believes that the preservation of institutions
and agencies, and the maintenance of health and morals to be th€
duty of the st tc and local governraents. Defense ag-iinst exter-
nal agression is the Job of the Federal govermaent. It suggests
that Defense Councils in the states be divided into the follow-
ing specific fields:
1. Agricultural Resources and Production
2. Civil Protection
3. Health, v/elfare, and Consmrier Interest
4. Housing, v/orks, and Facilities
5. Human Resources and Skills
6. Industrial Resources and Production
vrhat about the Massachusetts Coniralttee on Public Safetjr?
In his release on the establishment of this Cororaittee, the
governor stated its purpose and function. In a letter to the
executive director, the governor said,^^
'Tour duties lie in arousing the civilian population to
the responsibility of protecting themselves in moments
of emergency, and in assistiaig them and advising them
along the best and most practical lines to accomplish
this protection."
The Committee has been set up along functional lines as
shown in the accompanying chart. The Committee on Public Safety
receives suggestions and the like from the Federal Office of
Civilian Defense. In an interview.^^ith a member of the Com-
mittee's legal staff, I v^as informed that it ignored the Federal
office. The reason offered w s that Massachusetts vias away
' ^rM'ororitre*mtor|)r.^5.38,39,40 & 41, Ref . Ill
33 Report of M.C. on F.S, p. 17, Hot, XI
34 Mr. King, Ivlarch 26, 1943



ahead of the Federal office in its activities and consenuently
there was no reason to pay attention to their suggestions.
For the purpose of administration, the Committee has divided
the State into nine regional districts. These regions are known
by numbers: 1,2, 3, etc. ilumber 5 comprises the area around
Boston. As directed by chapter 719, the Committee supervises anc
directs the local Committees on Public Safety v^hich have been
organized in the cities and tovvns of the state. These Committeeji
are locally appointed and supported. Therefore, they have a
measure of independence.
I was also told ,^^at they cooperate, on the whole, pretty
well with the State Committee. The Boston Committee for awhile
showed much independence, but the differences have been smoothed
out.
The Main Divisions of the Committee on Public Safety have
been broken down into many subdivisions or sub-commit tees upon
which I will not elaborate. Communications and commands do not
necessarily follow the chain of control. They often go from the
central division to the local committees directly. „.
35 Idem
36 Idem '

In order to understand the scope of the Coramittee, I
sent the following figures as to the size of its personnel
ii-s of June 50, 1943
Local Community Personnel Total Personnel
^drainistrative Staffs 3,918
Report Center Staffs 14,468
Protection Division 227,574
Medical Division 87,427
Services and Supplies Division 7,804
Planning and Technical Division 2,740
Health and Social Services Division 15,604
Evacuation Division 3,397
Public Information Division 717
Womens Division 20,703
Consuraers Division 278
Salvage Division 059
Total 305,569
State Headquarters and Regional Staffs 1.442
Total Civilian Personnel 387,011
37 Coimiittee' 3 Koport So* 4 p. 2 Ref, 11

A detailed report on all the activities of the Conuaittee
are out of the bounds of this paper. In order to show the
depth that it hfis carried out its functions it might be well to
exaiaine one or two.
The Commit toe on Industry is a subdivision of the Protec-
tion Division. In the Massachusetts Committee on Public Safety
report, it is stated that this sub- committee
,
38
"has been endeavoring to set up a.R.P, systems in all
plants of 300 or more employees in the Common';i/ealth.
A survey blank was prepared and sent out to over 700
large Industrial plants. To-date, 496 plants, or
64,4% have replied, giving full info na t ion asto the
manner in \'3hich they are protecting their business
against against saboteurs, enemy agents and possible
air raids."
The Committee on Industrial liealth, a sub-committee of the
Health and Social Services Division, is described in the report
in the following manner,
"It has been ap "pointed to formulste a program and to
stimulate the development in industry of such pro-
cedures and cautions as are believed will contribute
to thav purpose by representatives of government,
medicine, nursing, labor, Industry -md public health."
"The specific objectives of State and local Committees
on Industrial Health are:
1. To gather and correlate medical, nursing, nutri-
tional, chemical, engineering, and other
scientific and practically developed informa-
tion ishich will be helpful in maintaining the
health of vjorkers in industry and business,
2, To make such information available to employers
and employees alike and therefore assist in the
38 Ibid p.
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"mlnlrriizing of occur»ational diseases.
3, The reduction of harmful physical and mental
fatigue
.
4. The lessening of industrial accidents and the
general promotion of health for industrial
workers."
The Amusetoent Industry Committee of the Protection Divisior
has developed an emergency program for the theaters of the state
A "Manual for Theaters" has been prepared which relates to all
phases of theatre protection. Trailers on what civilians should
do during an air r?)id have been prepared.
The Division of Health and Social Services. Its duties are
to unite the existing social service establishments and health
agencies. This work is to be a supplement to that of the Pro-
tection, Medical, and Evacuation Divisions. The report states
there are,^|j^
"fully organized and functi . ning, a total of 325
Health and Social Service Committees throughout
the State. The regaining 26 communities, which
are as yet unorganized, possess a comparatively
small need for this type of work and we there-
fore feol thot our present organization is com-
plete. 91% of the orgnnized cities and towns
havG sub-commit '^ees on Health, which include
representatives from the local Health Department,
local Nurses Associations, Red Cross, .;ater and
Sewerage Deportment, and other related Social
Service orgnnizatio as .
"
It has enlisted 25,000 professional social workers in the State
for volunteer duty and is also developing plans to appoint agent
40 Ibid p.
7
41 Tbid p.
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to rehabilitate nen that hrve been rejected by the civil servic<
and induction centers.
Through the Drafting Department of the Planning and Tech-
nical Division many maps have been gathered and drawn for the
use of other divisions. Some of them are
42
(a
(b
(c
(d
(e
(f
!^
(h
(i
(j
(k
(1
(m
Population Distribution, shown by classified areas,
Railro d Systems.
Priority Routes, Ililitary and Civilian.
Medical Sup lies Priority Map.
Fire iiinuipmont Distribution.
Medical Division Map showing Base Hospitals, etc.
Map showing Water Supply types and Sewerage Plants.
Oper tions Haps showing Control Area Districts.
Staff Operations Maps for all divisional operations
Work on 14 maps for Fire Coordinator.
Map of Topography and Natu:^^l Drainage Systems,
Smoke Screen Map for Camouflage of .uincy Area,
Map of Strategic Routes and i^ailroads.
On the iilvacuation Division, the report states the follov7indj;
42(
"Surveys of Temporary Shelters for care of refugees
after disaster have been made in cooperation with
the Red* Cross, and with a few loc- lities still
missing, show a capacity of 300,000,"
"Surveys of Rehousing facilities are in process, and
on the basis of tho average rotio between cap- city
and population of localities in which the survey h"s
been Cvomploted the rehousing caDability of the Com-
monwealth will be about 860,000 persons. In addition,
arrangements have been made with New Iteipshire and
Vermont to use their facilities, if not needed for
their ovm residents, with the result that about
150,000 people can be resettled in New Hfirapshire and
about 100, COO in Vermont,"
"Through the Services and Supplies Division, arrange-
ments have been made to use railroad trains, and
about 1,100 passenger cars will be available im-
mediately if the need arises. In cooperation with
42 Ibid p.
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"the United States Coast Guard more than 1,000
boats—from Nantasket stearaers to private riotor-
launches—may be used to evacuate refugeos by
water, ^\bout 3,000 busses and 2,500 taxic-^bs
will be ready for evacuation use, and this Divi-
sion is now organizing Evacuation Convoys of
private cars, which, if gasoline and tires hold
out, should number more than 30,000 cars. It is
planned to train and instruct the drivers of these
cars so thnt they will be able to lead and control
civilian convoys of evacuees.
Summarizing, it can be said thnt the Ilassachusetts Com-
mittee on Public Safety has undertaken tasks which closely re-
semble its 1917 parent. Of course , there are things that the
present body has undertaken which its parent did not; for example
air raid and blackout practices.
The following two Executive Orders might be classified witt
those delegating power to the Committee on Public Safety. How-
ever, I consider them outside the scope of the Massachusetts
Com.dttee on Public Safety but closely related to it.
]i;xecu'.ivo Order No. 15 promulgated on the fifteenth of Hay,
1942, was issued for the purpose of coordinating, mobilizing,
and utilizing the police forces of the Commonwealth. The State
is divided into nine districts which r.re the same as the
administrative regional areas of the Committee on Public Safety,
In each of these districts there is to be a Board of Police
Mobilization Co-ordinators to be made up of a limited number of
the ranking police officers in each district as selected by the
*************** '
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governor. Section 5 of the order says,
"It shall be the dutjr of the police raobilizat ion
co-ordinatcrs , of tho directing heads of police
forces and dopartnonts and of the sheriffs, nit'iin
each region, to prepare a complete and detailed
survey and tabulation of the extent and availability
of personnel, eauipLaont and facilities for trans-
portation and communication within each community
and each region."
The manner in which a tovm or city gets police help is stated
In Section 6 as follo^rjs:
"The directing head of any police department of force
may, when he deems the available police facilities
of his community to be inadequate to cope with a
particular situation, request that the Board mobilize
and assign to duty in such community additional
police assistance. Upon receipt of such a reojiest,
the Board for the region in i7hich such community is
loc ted may, with the approval of the Gov";rnor,
mobilize and dispatch to said city or tov^n such
assistance, the Board shall deterriine the number cf
men and tho nature of tho O'-'uirment to be furnished
by any or all of the police forces or sheriffs in
the region, and shall order the heads of the respec-
tive police forces and the respective sheriffs im-
mediately to send the indicated pornonnel and equip-
ment to the community requesting the sane. It shall
be the duty of 'he directing head of >&ch police
department or force and of each sheriff to comply
with such orders from the Board."
This order also provides for an Advisory Board, appointed by the
Governor, to consist of not more than seven members. Its duty
is to be that of assisting and advising the other Boards.
Executive Order No. 33 of June 19, 1942, calls for tlie same
type of organizational set up as described above in Order 15,
only the object is that of fire-fighting equipment and personnel

4:9
mobilization. It called for the same type of regional boards
and manner of requesting help. This order had an extra feature
in the establishiaent of a regional fire dispatch center for the
reception and correlation of inforriation and the like. All
requests for help were to be routed by the boards through their
respective centers wliich are to operete on a twenty-four hour
schedule. It also calls for an Advisory Board as in the fomer
order. To give help from one region to another, the governor*
s
approval must be given. In its report the Hassachucet -s Con-
mittee on Public Safety str tes that the follOr;ing action has
been taken under this ordor.
"The Fire Coordinatoi of the I.Tassachuset s Committee
on Public Cafety has been made Chcirraan of r,he
Governor* s .advisory Fire Mobilization Board. This
Board, ohrough its Chairraan, is nov; supervising the
collection of a new inventory of fire apparatus
and equipment, and is ens^aged in further develoning
the prograia of mutual aid bet'.7een municipalities,"
'*rhe Fire Coordinator of the Protection Division has
made a comprehensive inventory of all fire apparatus
and equipment in the Comiaonr^ealth and charted it in
such a way that any particular device can be drawn
for use in sections of the State wher " such emergency
might arise. In addition, the Fire Coordinator has
made a coiipilat ion of the types of fire apparatus,
together with its age for the Office of Civilian
Defense, In tliis connection it is interesting to
note that over 40';o of the pumping engines in the Com-
monwealth were found lo be "obsolete" or over 15 years
old."
"In cooperation with the Fire Chiefs, a plan of co-
ordination has been worked out of the movement of
3^ 3tc^ ^^ * 3|c >|c ^ * ^^ >)' >(c >)>^ )(( ^ »|c 4: >K >|(
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"fire apparatus during an emergency, involving an
arrangenent for mutual aid response within various
territories."
Pursuant to the provisions of paragraph 3 of Executive Ordejir
No. 22, the following laen have been appointed members of the
Board of Fire Mobilization Co-ordinators •
RSGION I. T.F. Burke Chief, Dept. Pittsfield
J.E, Saulnier Chief, Dept. North Adams
O.K. Hutchinson Chief, T.ftnn"?!'
BEGIOK II. H.C • Root Chief, Dent
Iiurle y Chief, Der> t- "r'nT't hPrnn tnn
H.R. Ffi'pri n Chief\JiX ^ V>' «L « Dept. Greenfield
REGION III. C.J, Kiessling Chief, 'iWX OvJO uc>X
O.C. lleunier Chief, De^) t- SOUthb'Pi AffP'*sJ\J\A. kfX-iL/Jb JLKA^V>
Treve t
t
Chief Dept, Framingham
REGION rv. C.F. Stackpole Chief, L/ V5 j;/ « • JLfwVf wX ^
J»E
,
Scanlon Chief, xy\Sjj u •
B.L. Chase Chief Dept, Haverhill
w,c. Mahone v Chief
,
Dept
.
Peabody
HiSGION Pope Chief, Det) t. PiO <^tnn
W.J. Sands Chief Dept. CiUincy
D.B. Tierney Chief Dept
,
Arlington
S.R. Allen Chief, Dep t Rroolcl! itie
H.E, Gutheim Chief, De "0 1 Caiibri dse
llEGIOl^ VI. F.F. Dickinson Chief, Dept. Broc kt on
E.B
.
S?ood Chief, Dept, Plymouth
CP. Inkley Chief, Dept Rockland
RSGIOH VII. R.D. V/ells Chief, Dept. Falmouth
Thacher Chief, Dep t. Hyannis
J.T. Wallace Chief, Dept. Bourne
REGION VIII. E«F. Dahili Chief, Dep t. IJew Bedford
G.E. I!;IcGaiv Chief, Dent. Fall River
EaF • Gorey Chief, Dept, Taunt on
REGION IX. R.Ii. Tappin Chief, Dept. Gardner
M.J. Shea Chief, De-^t Fitchburg
E,L. Smith Chief, Dept, Athol
This board in onch of the respec ive regions has organized
their respective co-ordinating groups for the proper administra-
tions of the provisions of this order.

Under the provisions of paragraph 16 of this order, the
following men have been appointed members of the Advisory Fire
Mobilization Board:
Percy C. Charnock, Fire Co-ordinator Medford
Massachusetts Committee on Public Safety
William Arthur Re illy, Fire Coimiissioner Boston
Stephen G. Garrity, State Fire Marshal Lowell
Raymond J. Kenney Belmont
Comrriissioner of Conservation
Selden R. Allen, Chief, Fire Department Brookline
Daniel B. Tierney, Chief, Fire Departnont Arlington
John W. O'Hearn, Chief, Fire Deportment Watertown
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In this group are the ordeTS that grant authority to the
departraents of the state goveriiraent to carry on certain activi-
ties. Authority is also granted to the U.S. governme.t and the
inhabitants of the state to undertake a variety of actions sub-
ject to certain regulationsi These orders relate to a variety
of subjects and are exfsriined as to content in a chronological
rather than in a subject order.
Executive Order No. 8 of the thirty-first of DeoorabGr, 1941,
was asiced for by the President of the U.S. It orders the
Director of the Division of liJoiployiiient Security of this State tol
deliver to the U.S. Employr.ient Service all his records that the
Federal governiae .t agency may desire. Also all supolios, forms,
telephone service, lights, heat, office space and equipment and
all other available services and facilities he may have.
Executive Orde No. 4 of February 17, 1942, relaxes license
restrictions on automobile dealers. It allows those dealers
whose business is priLiarily the selling of new cars to sell
second-hand c- rs under the sane regulations that governs dealers
of second-hand automobiles.
Executive Order No. 5 of February 18, 1942, allows the
CofliNissio fir of Labor and Industries to set aside the General
La\"7s when they v7ould obstruct or delay the production, process-
ing or transportation of materials which are related to the war
effort. To be done only '.vhen written applicatioii is filed for
the suspension.
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Executive Order No, G delegates to the Department of Fubli(
Utilities the authority o suspend those provisions of the
General Laws thrt prohibit transporting, loading, unloading or
other handling of sup^^lies, matericols, and food stuffs on the
Lord's Day, To be set aside ohly when the action taken relates
to the war effort. This order was decreed on March 16, 1942.
Executive Order No. 9 of March 25, 1942, allows the Divi-
sion of Personnel and Standardization to change the classifi-
cation of State employees at the State Farm at Bridgewater in
order to give them a raise in pay. Ill is order m^s issued to
cover a dead spot in the lew which prevents this division from
changing classifications during a certain period of the jrear
^hen the budget is being considered by the legislature, it is
now a dead letter.
Executive Order No. 11 of April 25. 1942, gives the Depart-
ment of I\iblic Utilities power to issue special licenses with-
out a public hearing, to any owner of vehiclesfor the purpose
of carrying passengers. To be done only ^'^hen this department
decides that such a condition exists to -A-arrant the same. This
department is also to cooperate with the Office of Defense Trrns
portat ion, a Federal agency.
-

Executive Order No. 15 of May 11, 1942, issued at the re-
ouest of the i^avy Departinent closes the State pier in the town
of Bourne. The Public V/orks Department is given authority to
take this action.
Executive Order No. 18 dated ITay 2 5, 1942, gives the Con-
mlssioner of Insur^mce power to allo^? any insurance company to
issue insurance policies in accordance with the "V/ar Department
Insurance Hating Plan" in connection with "Cost plus a Fixed
Fee" contracts on projects r;hose cost is borne by the Govern-
ment of the I'nited States or its agencies,
Executive Order lb. 19 of May 28, 1942, authorizes the
Comraissicner of Public Works to issue regulations, with the
Grovornor*s approval to relax or suspend the lav7s Vifith respect
to the naximum height, width and length of motor vehicles and
trailers. Also, vehicles registered in other states doing war
work in this strte do not hf.ve to take out Massachusetts plntes
and insurance provided this holds for Massachusetts vehicles
doing the scne in those states.
Executive Order IIo. 21 of June 9, 1942, says that a motor
vehicle registered for purposes other thrn carrying persons for
hire may be operated and used as a "Workmen's Livery Automobile"
without being registered as such. Such a vehicle is defined as
an ordinary motor vehicle, passenger or station car type. The
>tt 4; ^ rf; jj; 3)t; jf. )f )jr »? s; . jf. >. >* :(c 3*; :tc ;fc

Coioiaissioner of Insur- nee is enxpovjexed. to perrait the insurence
companies la^vfully Issuing motor vehicle li-iibility insuranoe
policies to extend, without charging additional preniuras there-
for,, the insurance coverage nfforded by policies issued under
the compulsory motor vehicle insurance la?/, in order that the
coverage will provide insurance protection to all motor vehicle^
as Workmen's Livery Automobiles.
Executive Order ITo. 25 of June 19, 1942, suspends the
declaration and payment of extra dividends by savings bf.inks and
co-oper-^tive banks. Savings Banks can pay these dividerids on
the authorization of their boards of trustees and the approval
of the Comiiiissioner of Banks.
Executive Order Ho. 35 of June 29, 1942, allows the Com-
mission of Correction to produce and sell the products of in-
mates in the prisons of the Sta e, for the prosecuti >n of the
war.
Executive Order No. 26 of July 6, 1942, permits the Directcjfr
of the Division of iSmployment Security to divulge information
to the V/ar, Havy and Justice Departments vmen they request it
in writing.
Executive Order IIo. 28 of July 9, 1942, allor^s the V.'ar
Damage Corporation to issue insurisnce without coiaplying to stat^
laws that the Commissioner of Insurance sets aside.
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SxecutlTe Order t^o, 39 of July 9, 1942, gives the Com-
mission on ixdiaini strati on and Finance the power to purc-iase
insurance protoction for the real ;^nd tnngible property of the
state in any amount it deems advisable to the ^7ar Daiiage Corp-
oration subject to the Governor's approval.
Executive Order No. 35 of August 27, 1948, gives the chair-
man of the Industrial Accident Board pov/er to designate, with
the Grovernor*s approval, a person not in the eiriploy of the Boar^
to serve as a Board member.
Executive Order ITo. 36 allovis the employing of children
fourteen years or over for the purpose of 'larvesting apples,
crnnberries, and other crops. Strict rules are laid down for
this employment and forms authorizing this work shall be pre-
scribed by the Commissioner of Education and riay contain other
)
protective regular, ions.
Executive Order No. 37 of October 19, 1942, allows the Day-
ment of a portion of the premiums on liability nnd casualty
policies issued by Insurance comp^-nies for the ye*'r 1942 before
the first of January, 1943. All subject to the j.^'-jgulat ions and
rules of the Commission of Insurance.
Ejiocutivo Order No. 28 of November 18, 1942, gives the Com-
missioner of Public V7elfare with the approval of the United
State s^Grovernment to assist enemy aliens and in doing so nay
•

Incur obligations in the n rae of the str, te in which he thinks
the United States will reiiiburre it.
Sxecutive Order No. 59 of November 23, 1942, allows the
registration of vehicles of persons in the rmed forces in the
nacie of the father or mother, wife or husband, sister or brothei
,
or child eighteen jrears or over. Persons not bearing relation-
ship to the owner must show a written authorization to the
Registrar of Motor Vehicles.
Executive Order No. 41 of December 1, 1942, says that the
Chairman of the Industrial Accident Board may appoint, with th©
Grovernor*s approval, a nerson not in the eiiploy of the Board to
be a member of the Board.
Executive Order 1^0. 51 of January 6, 1943, allows the State
Superintendent of Buildings to make contr' cts with the Boston
Edison Co. to supply the State :Iouse with electric cuiTent and
steam heat. Rates to be approved by the Comiiission on Admin-
istration and Finance,
Executive Order No. 7 of March 16, 1942, states that the
definitions in the General Laws which relate to interpretation
of statutes also hold forth for all executive proclaraatlons
issued by the Grovernor.
Executive Order Ho. 8 of I'nrch IG, 1942, Units speed of
automobiles to 40 miles per hour. Vehicles and trailers must
4c ](c ;^ 4: * * Jictc 3K * >tc * ^ 'i' ^ * 9tc Jf: ]|c 4c 3|c 3|( :|c sfc :t-
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have safe tires, Registrar may inspect vehicles to see if the
tires are in safe condition.
Executive Order llo. 12 of April 27, 1942, allows persons
to have open air fires during the months of April and May for
the purpose of burning old automobile bodies in order to nalce
scrap available. Fire permits aro necessary to conduct such
fires.
Executive Order No. 20 of June 9. 1942, gives chaplains in
the amied forces the power to solemnize marriages provided that
at least one of the parties to any such marriage is a member of
the firmed forces,
Sxecutive Order No. 32 of August 20, 1942, states thot the
place of resident of a member of the ? rmed forces since Septem-
ber 16, 1940, shall be deemed to be th^t place from which he went
to the armed forces. This was promulg.'^ ted in order to give
assist- nee to the dependents of said raenbers.
Executive Order No. 34 of Septom- er 3, 1942, was requested
by the Navy Department and it permits the Department of ''uV-lic
Works to change the route of the State highway between Ilingham
and V/eymouth and to make plans for a new bridge over the //ey-
mouth Back lUver . The construction and cost of the bridge shol!
be borne by the Navy Department.
•

Executive Order No. S5 of September 11, 1942, amends
Executive Order Ho, 8. Autojaobiles are not to be operated
faster than thirty-five railes per hour.
Executive Order No. 43 of December 1, 1942, opens all State
offices located in the State House at 8:15 and closes them at
4:15, to be closed all day Saturday, Sunday nnd Holidays.
Executive Order Ho, 46 of January 4, 1943, regulates the
sale of fuel oil. Doriestic heating oil or kerosene or range oil
shall be sold, transferred, delivered, or given away v/ithin or
without the Comaonvjealth of Massachusetts, unless such person
has been a ref^ular u&er of such oil.
Executive Order No. 48 of January 5, 1943, alloiJs the use
of "ride-sharing automobile" without the payment of additional
fees.
Executive Order Ho. 53 of March 8, 1943, allocs the keeping
of petroleum products in larr^s quantities by the U.S. Govern-
ment and its agencies, without Public hearing, in any part of
the State, The approval of the State Fire Marshall and the
Commissioner of the State Department of Public Safety must be
obtained.
The Metropolitan District Commission, a unit of the staoe
government that lies between the Cities and Towns ai-ound Boston
and the state, has been granted specific authority to undertake
certain activities* The folli/.ving are the three orders that
relate to it.
Executive Order Ho. 17 of Hay 2'i, 1942, stateil that upon
4c 4i Hi 4i 1(1 4i >ti 41 9|c 4i« j|i iK ^* ;|c 9i( X( Kc ]«( ;<( :((

application of the General Electric Co. of L3n:in, Massachusetts
the CoiiTmission is authorized to extend and connect its water
supply system to the pip system of the '^Gear Plant" of the
said General Klectric Co, iVith the Governor's aprroval, rates
are to be mutually agreed upon and the cost of construction for
the connection between the two systeivis is to be borne by the
company.
Executive Ordor No, 24 of June 19, 1942, called for prac-
tically the sane thing only Siis time it was the e xtension of
the sewerage system to the Bethlehem Steel Corapany's plant at
Hinghaia, M- ss. The third order, nurabered 43, calls for the
extension of the water supply system of the !/:etropolitan Com-
mission to any industrial plant or establish!lent asked for by
the United States government and the operators or o^i^ners of such
plants. All costs for such connections are to be paid for by
the industry, iVny connections made to any of the nbove named
plants and to be made to others does not make such plants a pait
of the i-iotropolitan District Cormission,
The Counties, Cities, and Towns of the State hav) been
granted certain power by the following executive orders,
ExecutiVG Order No. 14 of May 15, 1942, allows the proper
authorities in cities and towns to restrict or close any public
way within its jurisdiction for the purpose of better protoctii]^

defense establishments.
ICxecutlvG Order IIo. 16 of I.Iay 22, 1942, gives cities and
towns the pov;er to sell any junk they have that is of no use to
the said cities and towns.
Executive Ordnr No. 27 of July 5, 1942, penaits districts,
counties, cities and toisns to set aside the provisions of the
Generr:l La^vs that require publication of notices for bids for tnle
purchase of supplies when said supplies to be purchased is fuel,
Executive Order Ho. 44 of DecemiDer 16, 1942, allovjs the
official having charge of payrolls in the Comnonwealth or any of|
its political sub-divisions to hold back any ariount of the pay
of every euvploy^ie that my be required by sub-chapter D of the
Internal Revenue Code inserted by section 172 of the Revenue
Act of 1942.
Executive Order No. 49 of January 6, 1943, gives permissioi]
to districts, counties, cities, and towns to set aside the bid
requirements for the purchase of supplies T7hon said supplies arej
required for the conversion of an oil burning heating system
to a coal burning system or to the purchase and ins tn nations
of any heating system other than oil.

In his report, the attorney General says,
"In my judgment the machinery above outlined has been
successful in enabling the Common?;ea 1th to meet
expeditiously some of the rapidly ch' nging conditions
presented by total war, I believe that Executive
Orders have been confined to subjects with which they
were intended to deal tind thr^t those promulgated to
date constitute a body of ^wartime l-^v;s V7hich have
reasonably been kept frDm becoming a part of the or-
ganic law of the Commonwealth and which, therefore,
may be readily discarded when the eiiergency is over.
His Excellency Governor Saltonstall, as Chief E^iecu-
tive, has exhibited a crupulous desire to confine
the exercise of his extraordinary povjers to the pur-
pose for which they were intended. Nevertheless, the
success of the machinery up to the rsresent tine should
not obscure the fact that it is essentially dangerous,
should be guarded against undue extension, and should
be terminated at the earliest possible moment after zhe
war,"
45 Report .attorney General, p. 12, Ref. II

Many of these orders call for the setting aside of some of
the provisions of the General Laws of the Comionwealth. It will
not be possible to enumerate each and every la"57 so set aside,
but the summary of a few of theia 77 ill give the reader seme idea
as to their content and scope.
Executive Order No, 27 sets aside all provisions of the lai^
which require the execution of a written contract or the posting
of an advertising in a newspaper or any other publication , of a
notice asking for bids for the purchase of supplies by the
counties, cities, and towns or districts of the state when such
a supply to be purchased is fuel oil. It then strtes that the
provisions of the General Laws (Ter. Ed.), Chapter 34, Secion 7
Chapter 43, Section 28, ancl the previsions of any other law,
charter, ordinance or by-law, in so far as they are inconsistent
with the order, are also to be suspended. Chapter 34 deals witl)
the powers and duties of county comraissioners and tJic section
of this chapter set aside (34) describes in detail the require-
nents to bo met on all contra cts over ei^'^t hundred dollars.
Chapter 43 deals with cities and the section set aside (28),
like the one above, lays down the specifications to >e derannded
on all contracts over five hundred dollars. The above sections
are also riade inactive by Executive Order }-To. 49 when the
supplies to be purchased arc necessary for the conversion of an
* :(c J)c jjc >)t 5»i ;jc j|c >»£ jj:*******

oil burning heating system to a coal burning heating systera or
the purchase and inst filiation of any heating system designed to
burn fuel other than fuel oil.
Executive Order No« 6 gives the Department of Public
Utilities power to issue permits for persons to handle, load r^nd
unload supplies, materials and foodstuffs on the Lord's day as
long as such handling relates to the war effort. It calls for
the non-application of Chapter 135, Section 5 of the General
Lav;s to persons acting under such permits. Section 5 of said
chapter states that:
"V/hoever on the Lord's day keeps open his shop, v?are-
hoase or isorkhouse, or does any irieiiner of labor, busi-
ness or v/ork except works of necessity and charity,
shall be punished by a fine of not more than fifty (50)
dollars.
"
axecutlve Order No. 29 empoT7ers the Commission on Administra-
tion and Finance to purc'iase insur nee protect icai offered by the
V/ar Damage Corporation (a feder 1 govermaent agency) on the real
and personal property of the State up to any amount it deems
advisable subject to the approval of the governor. The provisions
of Chapter 29, Section 30, are set aside. It sta tes that,
"No officer or board shall insure any property of the
Commomveaith without special authority of la\7."
Executive Order Ho. 30 allows chaplins of the United States
military forces to soleranize marriages while they are in the
state and as long as one of the parties to 'le mnrried is a membei*
of the armed forces. The provisions of Chapter 207 of the Grenor |il
Law are to ap^ly in such a case except where they -re inconsis-
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tent are those frora 38 to 44 which st te who has the power to
soleionlze mnrriages.
Executive Order Wo. 17 allows the Metropolitan Distr ct
Commission to connect its water system to that of the "Gear
Plant" in Lynn, Massachusetts, and it st- tes that Chapter 92,
Section 10 is not to apply. This section defines the Metro-
politan iater District— its boundaries and its duties. This alE
applies to Order Jo. 43 which gives the I'l.D ,C* .power to extend
its sewerage system to the Bethlehem Company's plant in Hingham,
Massachusetts, Both orders also state that Ch*?pter 727 of the
Acts of 1941 is not to be considered. This chapter enumerntes
additional conditions and qualifications for membership in the
Metropolitan District Commission (VJater District)
Executive Order No. 51 allows the State Super nt en dent of
Buildings to make con :racts with the Boston Edison ComDany for
it to furnish electric current and steam heat to the State TTous<
Time and rates so made must be approved by the Comii'iission on
Administration and Finance, It then states thnt all provisions
of Chapter 29 of the General Laws th^t are inconsistent with
this order are set aside. This Chapter relates to the various
ways in which state finance is to be conducted.
Both Executive. Orders No. 33 and 41 allow the chairruan of
the Industrial Accident Board to appoint members to the board
•

who are not employed by the board, with the governor's approval,
to fill the place of oerabers "who are noi:7 serving in the arncd
forces of the United States. All of the renuiremont.s of Chaptei
708, Section 7, are to remain in force except the provision
which states that such persons appointed are to be members of
the board.
It seens to be uite evident th t the In^s sot aside by
these orders are specifically related to the content of the
order which sets then aside. There bas been no abroir^ation of
any of the important laws that relate to a person's freedom and
privilep;es. as stated in the Attorney-General's report, the
governor has been very careful in issuing orders and laws which
the,/ rescind. Whether he conteiTiplates sotting aside any of the
more fundaniental laws of the State can only be dettrmined by
the days to coiije.

CONCLUSIONS
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There were three periods from 1780 to 1918 in which the
governor of the Comi.ionwc 1th of Massachusetts was confronted with
an emergency arising out of a war engaged in by the federal
igovernnent.
During such emergencies, the governor had great constitu-
tional power to put the inhabitants in a warlike posture and to
prepare them in every way for the defense of the stnte.^ Upon
reading this provision, one mir^t easily presume that in itself
it gave the governor sufficient authority, by its delegation and
wording, to take any action pertinent to defense. The general-
court in its first session in 1780 also seemed to think that the
govemor with his council had all the necessary power to act when
it was not in session.^ However, in a period of months^ this
'same body changed its mind and enacted a statute^ giving the
fj
'governor with his council power to take any action for defense he
deemed necessary in the three eastern counties of the state when
the general-court was not in session.
Vi/hat actually was done under the authority of this act is
not revealed, perhaps nothing. It would seem to be an approval
of any action the governor might take by telling him that when h<
thought it was necessary he could take such action. It should be
kept in mind that such aeasures were to be taken only in a certa;
^ 3tc * * 3tc 3(c * V 3tc ;|c ^ }»i si: ^ 3)c ifc >K % >»: 4: tc le
1 Constitution of Massachusetts, Chapter II. Section I. Art. VII
2 Acts of 1780, Chapter 105, October Session
3 October, 1780 to January, 1781
4 Acts of 1780, Charter 247. January Session
n
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section of the stJite. The general-court said in the act that 11
1
was investing extraordinary po\7er in the governor, I am of the
opinion that the governor without this, act could have taken any
such action.
With tile sane constitutional power, the governor in 1861
undertook neasuros for defense without statutory enactment. Of
j
course, he had to have money to do this, and he received suchg
j
through an emergency appropriation by the general- court, which
j!
would seem to constitute an a-nprov^ that what he was doing or
|i was going to do was within his power. After ho had undertaken
such defensive steps, he received statutory a proval^ of his
action and an expression that he was given the authority to do
the st-ine. His constitutional power limited him in sending
troops outside of the state^ unless he had their approval or
that of the general- court. In this statute, he received that of
the gener'5l-court.
At the same time, another la^gave him certain powers re-
I
lating to state finances. This was considered a measure re-
lating to the war effort.
Like the situation in 1780, I believe that the governor h&ii
adequate constiti . lunal power for his actions. The action of
1861 taken by the governor was strictly related to the military
seems to be an added proof that
5 Hart, (Pearson), Vol IV, p. 510, Ref. VI
S Acts of 1861 . Chapter 216, Extra Session
7 Second Para^^raph of Article VII
8 Acts and Resolves of 1661 , Chapter 217, Extra Session
II
the governor acted Y?ithin the limitations of his pov?er. The
provision states that the governor can prepare and control the
jmilitary in various ways and tha t he is their commander-in-chief
The position of the state government in its relationship to
the federal was different in 1861 from that of 1780. In the
earlier period, it was not bound to the limitations imposed upon
it by a federal constitution other than its commitments to the
Second Continental Congress, Its actions in this period in re-
gard to defense would have been greater in scope than in 1861,
However, in both periods the raising of an amy and its allied
'problems were considered to be the business of the state govern-
ments. The infiltration of the federal government on this
I
aspect of warfare could be noticed in the Civil V/ar period, g
jThat it took full control is noticed by the type of defense
Jneasures the state government adopted in 1917 and 1941-42. The
situation in 1917 caused the governor to prepare for defense
through the creation of an Executive Committee known as the Com-
ij
jnittee on Public Safety.
As the problem of the military was in the hands of the fed-
eral govemnent and as tlie size and scope of war had greatly in-
f
creased, the nature of state defense had changed. Still possess*
ing the same constitutional power, the governor cane to the con-
clusion that he lacked enough authority to mobilize the state,
9 The drafting of men and Chapter 9, Section 4, July, 1861, Acts
of the XXXVII Congress
I
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He asked|^,^or and received^^-j^ such power from the general-court
,
The statutes gave the governor dictatorial power. Mobilization
was definitely that of the civilian and his governnent.
The governor had the power to seize almost any kind of real
or personal property for the execution of the war, also power
jover food as to its distribution, production, use and price.
Hours of labor were allowed to b© set aside, and h^ could delegate
the authority givan to him under ti^is act to otiiers as he did to
ithe Massachuset s Con.ittee on Public Safety. The coi^rts could
refuse bail in certain cases. These, indeed, were extraordinary
powers. The question of their constitutionality was never raise(.
in the courts. One writer thinks that they are powers that were
i, 12
.contrary to the precedence of state constitutional legislation
but were accepted by patriotic citizens as necessaiy measures for
the better prosecution of the war.
In brief, it can be said that in these three periods the
governor had great constitutional power to take defense action
but was always given statutory power for such action.w lich in
each period increased in the delegation it gave to the governor.
The problem of defense as to type and sco- e was different in 1911'
than in tiie earlier periods. The federal government is increas*
ing its control over defense both nation and local. In the latest
crisis, the constitutional power of the governor to act in time
10 Long, p. 191, Ref. VIII
11 Acts of 1917
.
Chapter 342
,12 Hart, ( Sherbourne ) , p. 606, Vol. V, Ref. VI
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of emergency is no where near as great as it had been in these
three earlier pcipiods.^^ This has not encumbered the governor
In mobilizing the state for defense.
The theory under which nost states hrjve setup their respec-
tive state agencies is that the problem of defense from extemol
agression is prirn-arily the problem of tiie federal government and
that of internal mobilization and prepare- tion is in the hands of
the sti? te government, Massachusetts was no exception. The
governor, following the precedents of his 1917 predecessor, setup
a Committee on Public Safety to function along the sane lines ol
the earlier body. The legislature gave him extr- ordinary^^
power following along the lines of the 1917 st£:tute. It went
further and gave him all the power that it constitutionally
could give him as commander-in-chief of the armed forces and as
supreme executive magistrate of the state over all pei^sons and
property within the state, V/ithout limiting any of this
authority, it specifically enumerated that which he could control.
There are many things so enumerated thrt the federal govern-
ment has tcken control of; such as, food and tmnspor tation , II
is quite unlikely the governor will try to contravene federal
action in such matters ,but ^rather under this power supplement it
when it appears to be weak.
A moiit important feature is the provision allowing the
governor to set aside laws of the general statutes of the Common-
«gHJ6*iJ=!:MX*|J'?*J&H«conflict with his regulations or orders.
13 See Article LIV of the Constitution of MasLachuset s
14 Chapter 719, ^ts of 194l
I
This would seem to be constitutional as Article 20 states that:
"The powor of suspending;; the laws, or 'die execution
of the laws, ought never to be exercised but by the
legislature, or by authority derived from it, to be
exercised in such particular cases only as the legis-
lative shall expressly provide for.IJ^g
The governor has set aside provisions of the general laws
by his orders but up to April, 1943, they have been laws of
detail and re^^ulations rather than any of those of a more funda-
mental nature that effect people more directly, Evidence seems
to point in the dirocticm that the governor will use moderation
in setting aside laws.
Like the 1917 statute, the c cais t itutionality of the 1941-42
statutes have not been «x)ntested in the cou. ts. The attorney-
general in his roports^g thinks that they are powers that are
incompatible and inconsistent with a democratic form of govern-
ment but necessary for the prosecution of the war.
If there is ttie slightest possibility of these statutes being
unconstitutional in peace time, then they are unconstitutional in
time of war. Unlike the federal constitution, as far as I knon,
there is no implied war powers in the state constitution. If
there were, they definitely would liave been in the constitution
provision mentioned throughout this section and which was amended
In 1918 by a weator provision
15 Article XX of the Constitution of Ilassp.chusetts
16 Report (Attorney-General), pp. 10-12, Iief. II
17 Article XX

It has become a question of practical exnediency. If at
any time in the present or in the future the general-court thinks
it necessary to give "the governor extraordinary power to meet a
||
war emergency, your author is of the opinion tlBt such pov?er and
authority will be given regardless of constitutional limitations
The question of constitutionality will not be pressed, and if
BO, a decision will not be rendered by the courts until after
the passing of the crisis that caused the enactment of such laws



The Revolutionary War saw the establishment of committees
of safety and correspondence in the colonies for the purpose
of organizing the citizens against the British. This, the com-
mittees did very effectively, and some of them went further.
In Massachusetts, the Committee on Safety becarae the administra-
tive arm of the Provincial Congress in carrying on the war and
exercising the powers of governiaent.
Under the Constitution of 17S0, the govsmor was given con-
siderable power to take action for the defense of the state in
times of trouble caused by war. The General Court, however,
decided to give the governor extraordinary power to act, when
it was not in session, for the defense of the eastern part of
the state. As the war had swung to the south, it was never
necessary for the governor to exercise authority under this law
The Civil V/ar brought about an emergency which was met by
the governor in a very vigorous manner. He took very positive
steps in calling up and organizing the militia uxid sending it tt
Washington and other points. Although, he still had the con-
stitutional power of his predecessor of revolutionary days, the
General Court decided to give him an approval for the action he
had taken. It also gave him the authority to organize, equip,
transport and render subsistence for any part of the stnte
military. The governor was authorized to issue a state currency
on the credit of the state and to pay state soldiers in Federal
service.
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V/orld War I caused the governor to organize a Committee on
Public Safety to which many tasks were entrusted. It organized
many of the civilian functions of the state for the purpose of
bettering the national defense. Believing that ho did not have
enough po\7er to completely organize the state for an all-out-
defense, the governor req^uested the Gener- 1 Court to give him
emergency poiwer. The legislature answered this request by
passing the "Commonwealth Defense Act", By this act, he was
empowered, with the consent of his council, to seize property,
fuel, food and other things. It almost gave him supreme
military -powers for the duration of the war. Courts were
allowed to refuse bails. In certain cases, the governor also
had the power to control food as to distribution, price and
making lana availab].e for production. Labor was also brought
under control.
The vv-ar with the axis powers in 1941 found the Comraonwealtl
with a Committee on Public Safety already established. Accord-
ing to the governor, it was to function along the same lines as
that of 1917, and like its predecessor, it organized the
civilian population of the state. This Committee v.'as entrusted
with the added tasks of providing a civilian defense against
air attGCk.
The General Court had also responded. It had given the
governor, by statute, great power to control the state and its
resources in tines of an emergency. Tarts of it were copied
from the 1917 statute . It did not, like the former strtute,

give the governor po\7er to control foods as to distribution and
price. It was after the declaration of war that the General
Court passed an additional law which gave to the governor, as
supreme executive magistrate and commander- in- chief , all the
power that it could possibly do over persons and property withir
the state. The governor has carried out his authority under
these statutes through the issuing of "Executive Orders". From
December, 1941, to March, 1943, there vrcre fifty- three such
orders pronulgated covering a variety of subjects. These orders
,
as provided for by the emergency st-^tutcs, set aside any law of
the General Laws, City Ordinance?, Rules, Regulations ? ao
like that are inconsistent with then.
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CHAPTER 719
AI^ ACT TO PROVIDE FOR S.-iFETY 01*' Til^ COmOiCVSiiLTH IN TIME OF
MILIT.iRY EivIERGIiiNCy.
I^hereas, The deferr(;d oper; tion of this act wcxild tend to defeat
its purpose, which is iraiaedlRte further preparation for the
defense of the comraonv/erilth , t lerefoie it is hereby decl-ired to
be an emergency law, necess ry for the imiaediate preservation of
the public safety.
Be it enacted, etc«, as follo^^s :
PART I
I^SSACHUSSTTS EliEHGiCl'iCY COI«miISSION.
SECTION 1. The governor may appoint an unpaid comiriission to be
iaiovjn as the Mast-achu setts emergency commission for the purposes
stated in this act. Said commission shall include such depart-
ment heads and other officers of the commonwef^ 1th as tho gover-
nor may deem necessary, and the executive director of the gover-
nor's comj'iittee on public safety. The .'governor shall appoint
I
the chairman of said comiiiission to serve during his pleasure.
Said comLiission shall be in the executive branch of the govern-
I
ment, shall serve under the governor and shall be subject to hisi
I
supervision and control. Said coifynission shall assist the gover-
nor in carrying out and enforcing the provisions of this act and
1
the orders, rules and regulations mado thereunder,
'section 2. Said comiiission may employ subject to the approval
of the governor and, subject to the approval of the commission
ion administr tion and finance, fix the compensation of such ex-
! ecutive officers, and such technical, clerical, stenographic and
other personnel as it deems necessary to carry out the duties
set forth in this act. Such compensation shall be coiomensurate
with that for like positions within the classified service.
section 3. Said commission nay prescribe distinguishing marks
or insignia to distinguish persons eng ged in civilian defense
activities, and may designate by rule or othBr'vise what persons
may wear such marks or insi^^nia. No such narks or insignia
shall in any v7ay conflict Mlth, or so resemble as to be confused
with or mistaken for, milit'jry or naval or uolice or fire depart-
! ment uniforms or badges, -jiy person \iho v7ithout authority wears
any such marks or insignia or any simulation thereof or ones
designed to be confused therewith shall be punished by a fine of
not less than five nor more th n one hundred dollars.
SECTION 4. In order to train the civilian population against
I air raids and other vicissitudes of modern warfare, the mayor
and city council in cities and the selectmen in towns may at
such time or times as may be approved by said emergency com-

mission, and pursuant to sueh rules and regulations as it may
from tine to time issue, conduct practice blackouts, air raid
warnings and other civilian defense activities. The plan and
orders for any such practice activity sliall oe submitted to srd d
commission for its approval and, as ap^jroved or laodified by said
commission, shall be prorainently published in the particular
city or tovm at least seven days before the practice activity is
to take place, .my person ;vho shall wilfully violate any order
approved and published as 'iforosaid shall be punished by a fine
of not less than five nor more than twenty-five dollars.
SECTlOiM 5, (a) The mayor and city council in cities and the
selectmen in to\ms, or such other persons or bodies as are au-
thorized under existing laws to appoint fireuen or policemen,
may appoint, train and equip volunteer, unpaid auxiliary fire-
men and auxiliary police and. may establish and equip such other
volunteer, unpaid public protection units as may be approved by
said ccxoiaission and may appoint and tr.iin their members.
Chapters thirty-one, thirty- two and one hundred and fifty-tD70 of
the General La^s shall not apply to persons appointed hereunder,
(b) Cities and towns may by ordinance or by-lav;, or
by vote of the aldermen, selectmen, or board exercising similar
powers, authorize their respective police departments to go to
aid another city or tovjn at the re^^uest of said city or tovm in
the suppression of riots or other forms of violence therein, and
while in the performance of their duties in extending such aid,
the members of such departments shall have the same powers,
duties, imiiiunities and privileges as if performing the sane witli-
in their respective cities or towns, jiny such ordinance, by-law
or vote may authorize the head of the police deprtrtmont to ex-
tend such aid subject to such conditions and restrictions as majj
be prescribed therein, xoiy city or town aided under and in
accordance with this sectioii shall ctmpensate any city or town
rendering aid as aforesaid for the vrnole or any part of any
damage to its property sustained in the coui*se or rendering the
same and shall reimburse it in whole or in part for any paymenti^
lawfully made to any member of its police department or to his
vjidow or other dependents on account of injuries or death suffer-
ed by him in the course of rendering aid as aforesaid or of dealBh
resulting fron such injuries,
(c) The head of the fire or police department of any
town or city of the comraonvvealth shall, after the issuing of any
proclamation provided for in section six (a), order such portion
of his department, with its normal eouipment, as the governor
may request, for service in any part of the commonwealth v;here
the governor nay deem such service necessary for the protection
of life and property, Jhen on such service, police officers and
firemen shall have the sa le povi/ers, duties, imiaunities and privi-
leges as if tliey were performing their duties v^ithin their re- |
spective cities or tovms. The commonwealth shall compensate any
city or town for damage to its property sustained in such ser-
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Tlee and shall reimburse it for any payments lawfully made by It
to any nenber of its police or fire department or to his widow
or othsr dependents on account of injuries sustained by him in
such service or of death resulting from such injuries.
PAET II.
EflSRGEIICY P07/ERS OF THJS GOVEi^KOR.
SECTION 6. (a) If and ^hen the Congress of the United States
shall declare v;ar, or if and when the President of the United
States shall by proclamation or otherwise inforr;i the governor
1 that the peace and security of the common^7e^ 1 th are endangered
by belligerent acts of any enemy of the United States or of the
comniomA>ealth or by the iraiainent throat thereof, the f^overnor nay
with the advice and consent of the council, issue a proclamat ioij
or proclamations setting forth a st te of emergency.
(b) V/henever the governor has proclaimed the exis-
tence of such a St.' te of emergency, he nay employ every agency
and all members of every department and division of the govern-
ment of the coiamon-.7ep 1th to protect the lives and property of
i
its citizens and to enforce its la^/?s. ^uiy member of any such
!j
department or division so employed shall be entitled to the pro-
! tection of existing applicable provisions of la\7 rel-i tive to anj
type of service of the comraonvjefr-lth in eriergencies.
(c) ilfter such proclaination has been made, the gover-
nor may, in the event of any disaster or short age making such
|! action necessary for the protection of the public and Tvith the
I
approval of the council, take possession: (1) of any land or
I buildings, machinery or equipment; (2) of any horses, vehicles,
motor vehicles, aeroplanes, ships, boats or any other means of
conveyance, rolling stock of steam or electric railroads or cf
I
street rail-svays; (3) of any cat le, poultry and any provisions
;
for man or beast, and any fuel, gasoline or other means of pro-
I
pulsion which nay be necessary or convenient for the use of the
military or naval forces of the commonv^ealth or of the United
I
States, or for the better protection or welfare of the common-
wealth or its inhabitants. He may use smd employ all property
!
of which possesants. He may use and employ ail property of
which possession is so taken, for such times and in such manner
as he shall deem for the interests of the commonwealth or its
inhabitants, and may in particular, when in his oninion the
jj
public exigency so re^iuires, sell or distribute gratuitously to
or among any or all of the inhabitants of the commonwealth any-
thing taken under clause (3) of this paragraph. He shall, with
I
the approval of the council, award reasonable compensation to
the owners of any property of which he may take possession undejj
the provisions of this section, and for its use, and for any
! injury thereto or destruction thereof caused b/ such use.
i
(d) Any owner of property of which possession has
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boen taken under paragraph (c) to whom no av/ard has been made,
or who is dissatisfied v/ith the amount awarded him by the gover-
nor, with the jipproval of th^i council, as conpensation, may filg
1
a petition in the superior court to have the amount to which he
' is entitled by way of d- mages determined. The petitioner and
the conraonweal th shall sever lully have the right to have such
I* damages assessed by a jury upon making claim in such manner as
may be provided Ky law or by the rules of said court.
(e) Such petition may be filed in the county in
which the petitioner lives or has his usual place of business,
If the petitioner lives or has a usual place of business in the
commonwealth, otherwise in the county of Suffolk, The petition
shall be brought within one year after the date when possession
of the property was taken under paragraph (c), except that if
the owner of the property is in the military or naval service
of the United St- tes at the time of the t king, it shall be
brought within three years after said date. Except as is other-
wise provided herein, such petition shall be heard and deter-
mined in accordance with the provisions of chapter two hundred
and fifty-eight of the General Laws.
(f) Upon such petition, full damages shall be
awarded whetht^r or not the sane had fully accrued at the time ol
the filing of the petition, and, whenever necessary, the hearing
on the petition shall, on the application of either the peti-
tioner or the commonwealth, be continued for assessment of
damages until tlie sane are fully ascertained.
SECTION 7. The governor shall have full power and authority to
co-operate with the federal authorities and with the governors
I
of other states in matters pertaining to the com. on defense or
j
to the common welfare, and also so to co-operate with the mill-
" tary and val forces of the United States and of the other
states, and to take any measures which ho nay deem proper to
carry into effect any reouest of the President of the United
States for action looking to the national defense or to the
public safety,
SECTION 8, (a) After any proclamation provided for in section
six (a) shall have been made, the governor may whenever he con-
siders thf;t the public safety so requires, make such orders or
regulations for air raid precautions and for the preserv tion ol
life and property as he may determine to be advisable, and may
appoint such porsons as he deems necessary to carry out said
orders and regulations,
I (b) So far as necessary to insure that blackouts or
other civilian defense measures established y the governor under
any regulations provided by him shall be effee ive and complete.
the provisions of orders mads under this section during the
period for which they are in force shall supersede any laws,
rules, regulations, ordinances or by-laws to the extent that
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they are Inconsistent therewith. Any person authorized to en-
force such orders or regulations niay call upon any police officelr
tor assistance in the enforceiaont thereof. In order to render
any order or regulation established under this section effective,
and in order more fully to provide for the protection of life and
property :.'ithin the cQmionv/ealth, the governor may take over th^
control of any public property, real or per^jonal, during the
periods of such blackouts, and my delegate the povjer to take
such control to any per ons designated r hin in such orders or
regulatio So
(c) Any violation of any order or regulr.tion made
under this section shall be punished by imprisonment for not
more than one y ;ar, or by a fine of not more than five hundred
dollars, or both.
SECTION 8x1.. The provisions of this act and the po\7ers granted
hr reunder shall take effect and bo exercised only in so far as
they do not contravene any lavj of the United States or the exer-j
cise of any lawful power by the President.
SECTIOii 9. If any part, subdivision or section of this act shall
be declared unconstitutional, the validity of the regaining
parts ther of shall not be affected thereby.
SECTION 10. This act laay be cited as the Comcionwoalth Eoiorgencjl
Defense a*.ct of 1941.
SECTION 11. This act, except as other\'?ise provided herein,
shall reciain in force until February first, nineteen hundred andl
forty- three or until the governor, ^ith the advice and consent
of the council, procl' ims that the eiaergoncy is ended, rjhich-
ever first shall occur; provided, tltot the emergency pov^ers
given to the governor by sections six, seven and eight under anjl
proclariation shall expire sixty d ^ys after tho making of such
proclamation unless before that time the general court has rati-|
fied and approved the saiTB.
SECTION 12. For the purpose of carrying out the provisions of
this 'iCt, 3uch sums as raay be necessary nay be expended from th^
aiTiOunt a-Tpropriated by ite;i C401-i32 of section tv7o of chapter
four hundred and nineteen of the acts of the current year and
subject to the provisions contained in said iteru ^^fter the end
of the fiscal year ending November thirtieth, nineteen hundred
and forty- two and until the general court provides otherwise,
the Ilaesachusetts emergency coim lission may, subject to the
provisions of said item 04C1-32, incur liabilities, in any month,
not in excess of the largest monthly expenditure during said fis-*
cal year.
Approved October 30, 1941

CHAPTER 3
AN ACT I^iKIHG TliR IiJTSCTiVE PiiRlODS OF C;i: -;T/VIN ffiliCRaiSiJCY ACTS
PROVIDIilG FOB TH'-: S^iFi:!/ OF TH2 COmCllVvJL^LTH CO-TSITTaINOUS.
whereas. The doferred operr;tion of this act vjould tend to defeat!
its purpose, T?hich is the continuing in effect -'/ithout inter-
ruption of certain provisions of law providing for the safety of
|thG coiiimon;?ealth, therefore it is hereby declared to be an emer-
igency lav;, necessary for the iramediate preservation of the public
safety.
Be it enacted, otc, as follo\7s :
Chapter seven hundrc3d and nineteen of the acts of nineteen hun-
dred and forty-one is hereby ai^iended by striking out section
j eleven and inserting in place thereof the following section:
—
(Sect ion 11. This act shall be in effect during the continuance
of the existing st ^te of nar jetiv-een the Imited States and any
foreign ccontry; provided, t^iat this act :3iiall cease to be in
effect upon the earlier adoption by both branches of the general
ji court of a joint resolution stating that it Is no longer neces-
sary for the puclic good and safety.
.i.pprovod January 20, 194-5.
-iCJU OF 1943

CH^lPTER 6
ACTS OF 1942 (SPECIilL SiSSSION)
An iict ternlnGting the existence of the Massachusetts Siaergency
Comi-iission and transferring its pov^ers and duties to the gover-
nor *s conriiittee on public safety.
Wh 3reas. The deferred operation of this act would tend to defeat
Its purpose, '-^hich is to provide innediately for more siraplifiec,
control of defense le asures during the existing state of ?Jar,
therefore, it is hereby declared to be an encrgency lav7, neces-
sary for the iaiiiediate preservation of the public health safety
and convenience.
Be it enacted, etc., as follOTJs :
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The existence
by ternin- ted,
hereafter be g
on public cafe
throUf-:^ an exe
may deteniine.
file with the
ecutive cocuiiit
and employees
the United ota
of the Massachusetts Emergency Coranission is herem
and the povjers and duties of said commission sha*
xercised and performed by the r.overncr's comr:iitted
ty, ^//hich is hereby authorized o act by and
j
cutive coim^iittee chosen h.r it in such manner as it
The executive director of said committee shall
State Secret rjry a list of the members of said ex-
tee as constituted from time to tine. iU.1 members
of said governor's conriittee shall be citizens of
tes or of an xi.llied Hation.
Approved January 31, 1942

CHAPTER 13
AN ACT TO PROVIDE FOK THlil SAFi^TY OF TdE COmiOWV/EivLTH DUHIUG TliS
iiXIoTIWG OF \LiR,
wir, following»v hereas
.
The suprerie emergency of a world wide
the declarations of war by the conjp?ess of the United States,
has resulted in conditions of imminent danger, incident to such
a war, to the lives tind property of the citizens of the United
States and of each st ite and to the respective governrients of
the people of tho states and nation, calling for a state of pre-
paredness to meet such dangers by the coraraon'.'jealth and its re-
presentatives proraptly under changing condii-ions from tirae to
time, so that the sovereign authority of the commonwealth and of
ae executive magistrate" and comraander-in-chief
"
, for
protection of the government and its citizens and their pro-l
blished by the constil-
its
the
perty and interests, as recognized and est
tut ion in seventeen hundred and eighty and reserved to the cora- 'i
monwealth and its citizens by the tenth amendment to the federal!
constitution, may be exercised xvhen needed for the support of the
national government in the prosecution of the war and the protec,f
tion of the common^s0alth and its citizens; and
inhereas , It is necessary th-^t this act become effective forth-
with, in order to unify the sovereign powers of the coramon-veal th
for the purpose of meeting the emergency, the r -ifore it is herebyj
declared to be an emergency law, necessary for the imiaediate
preservation of the public health and safety.
Be it enacted, etc.. as follows ;
SECTION 1. The action of the governor in making and issuing on
December tvienty-ninth, nineteen hundred and forty-one, his pro-
clamation setting forth the existonce of a state of emergency in
this coiJiraomvo' 1th, as authorized by T^art II of chapter seven hun
drod and nineteen of the acts of nineteen hundred and forty-one,
is hereby ratified and approved.
SECTION 2. During the effective period of this act, as set forth
in section t^felve, the governor, in addition to any ot.ier
authority vested in him by lavj, shaxl have and ..lay exercise any
and all authority over persons and property, necessary or ex-
pedient for meeting the supreme emergency of such a state of war
which the general court in the exercise of its constitutional
authority may confer upon him as the supreme executive magistratl^
of the corruionwealth and comiiiander-in-chlef of the .;iiiitary and
naval forces thereof, and specifically, but -.vithout limiting the
generality of the foregoing, the governor shall have and may ex-
ercise such authority relative to any or all of the following:
(1) Health or safety of inmates of all institutions;
(2) Maintenance, extension or iater-connect ion of
services of public utility or public service companies, including
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public utility eervices owned or operated by the commonwealth or
any political subdivision thereof;
(3) Policing, protection or prr nervation of all nro-
T^erty, public or private, by the oivnor or oerson in control
thereof, or otherwise;
(4) Llanuf acture
,
sale, possession, use or ownership
of J
(a) Firevjorks or explosives, or articles in siriula-
tion thereof;
(b) Me'ins or devices of conujunication other than
those exclusively regulated y federal authorities;
(c) Articles or objects (including birds and animals I
capable of use for the giving of aid or inforiaation to the enemy
or for the destruction of life or property;
(5) TranspOT t vt ion or tr vel on Sundays or weekdays
by aircraft, watercrpft, vehicle or otherwise, including the use
of registration plates, signs or markers thereon;
(5) Labor, business or work on Sundays or legal holif"
days;
(7) iissemblages, parades or pedestrian tr- vel , in
order to protect the physical safety of persons or property;
(8) lublic records arid the inspection thereof;
(9) Regulation of the business of insurance and pro-
tection of the interests of holders of insurance policies and con-
tracts arid of beneficiaries thereunder and of the interest of the
public in oonnection there%"ith;
(10) Vocational or other educational facilities sup-
ported in whole or in part by public funds, in order to extend
the benefits or availability thereof;
(11) The suspension of the ope rati Oii of any statute,
rule or regulation vjhich affects the employment of persons with-
in the comi'ionwe alth when, arid at such tiraes as, such suspension
becoraes necessary in the opinion of the governor to reriove any
interference, delay or obstruction in connection with the pro-
duction, processing or trarispor tation of materials which are re-
lated to the prosecution of the present war;
(12) Regulation of the manner and raethod of purchas-
ing or contracting for sup lies, equipment or other property or
personal or other services, and of contracting for or carrying
out public works, for Ch^ commonweaZ.th or any of its agencies on
political subciivisiaiis;
(13) Receipt, handling ooi" allocation of money, sup-
plies, equipment or siaterial granted, loaned or allocated by the!
federal governr:fcnt to the comiiiouweol t h or any of its agencies or
political subdivisions;
(14) Protection of depositors in uanl^s, and mainten-
ance of the banking structure of the eoiiiuoii'vea ith;
(15) Variance of the terms and conditions of licenses
permits or certificates of registretion issued by the coLimon-
wealth or any of its agencies or political subdivisions;
(16) Regulating the sale of articles of food and
household articles;
(17) Modification or variation in the classif ication,p
fifitablished under sections forty-five to fifty, inclusive, ot=

es
)
)
chapter thirty of the General Laws, as aiaendod, and sections
forty-eight to fifty-six, inclusive, of chapter thirty-five of
the General Laws, as aiaended.
SSCTIOK '6. The governor my exercise any po^er, authority or
discretion conferred on him by any provision of this act or of
said chapter seven hundred and nineteen by the issuance or pro-
mulgation of executive orders or general regulations, or througli
such de partrient or agency of the commonwealth or of any politica
subdivision thereof, or such person, as he raay direct by a
writing signed by him and filed in the office of the s ate secre
tary, Smy department, agency or person so directed shall act
in conforiaity vjith any regulations prescribed by the governor fo
its or his conduct.
Whoever violates any provision of any such executive order or
general regulation issued or proinulgated by tho governor, for i.h
violation of v7hich no otiier penalty is provided by lav?, shall be
punished by imprisoni.ient for not more than one year, or by a fin
of not more .han five hundred dollars, or both.
SECTION 4. .my provision of any general or special law, or of
any rule, regulation, ordinance or by-law, to the extent that
such provision is inconsistent i?ith any order or regulation
issued or prowulgiited under tlii s act, shall be inoperative while
such order or such last rienoioned re^^lation is in effect; pro-
vided, that nothing in this section shall be deemed to affect or
prohibit any prosecution for a violation of any such provision
before it becar.ie inoport::tive.
SiiiCTIOii 5, Kotwithstanding the provisions of chapter tliirty-one
of the General Laws, or any other provision of law afiecting civ
service, and tlie mles and regulations raade the rounder, the
director of civil service, supported by a raajority vote of the
civil service coiaiiiission, /aay:
(1) Approve or extend provisional appointirients Tvith-
out time limitations until lists can be established or until ap-
pointments can be lade from eligible lists;
(2) Extend temporary appointments which are riade frc
civil service lis t.«^3 beyond ohe life of the list;
(o) ^-vllov.' temporary transfers vjithout regard to
classification^ beyond a period of six months;
(4j Restrict leaves of absence except for entrance
into the armed forces of the United States, for illness, and foi
such other reason as said director deems to be in the public in-
terest;
(5) Remove from eligible lists the names of indivi-
duals who refuse to accept positions which they have previously
signified a willingness to accept; and
(6) Restore to the eligible lists the names of ner-
sons so removed; and
(7) Exclude from the operation of the civil service
laws and rules and regulations any of the positions or employ-
r
e
e
il
m

ments in tetriporary agencies, boards or other governmental units
of the comon wealth or of its political subdivisions, the exis-
tence and pO'-vers of v;hich agencies, boards or otlier units are
limited to a period terminating not later than one year after uii^
tenaination of 3'\id ^var, or any lesser period.
Any appoint/uent or transfer roade under this section shall be
effective only for the period during which this act is in effect
SiilCTIOil 6, During any blackout or during the period between an
air raid vjarning and the following "all clear" signal, regular
and reserve ciembera of police and fire forces of the cocLion-
wealth or of its political subdivisions, and menbers of the statte
guard and the arraed forces of the United States while in uniforia^
may enter upon private property for the purpose of enforcing
blackout or air raid precution rules, ref^ulatioos or orders
Issued by or under authority of the governor. Such tTenbers may
at any time enter upon private property in compliance with
written orders of the /.'overnor, for the sole purpose of enforcing
laws, rules, regulations, ordinances or by-laus siDecif ically set
forth by the governor in such orders; provided, that nothing in
this section shall be deemed or construed to prohibit any entry
upon private property others? ise authorized by la\7.
SECTION 6a. Persons avj ointed to the auxiliary police force in
a city or town pursuant to paragraph (a) of section five of said
chapter seven hun'3red ana nineteen shaJ. 1 ezercise or perform such
of the powers or duties of police officers as may be prescribed
by the appointing authority; provided, that said poiwers or duties
shall not be exercised or performed by then except while they are
on active duty and displaying an authorized identifying badge or
other insignia after being called to such (luty by the head of the
police force of such city or tOT?n to meet a situation which, in
his opinion, cabinet be aderuately handled by the regular police
force and by the reserve police force, if any, of such city or
town, auxiliary police in toi^ns, but not in cities, ::ay be
authorized by the appointing authority to exercise the powers con
ferred by the provisions of section six of thir. act upon members
of regulrr or reserve police forces of said towns.
SilCTiON 7. No person shall be civilly liable for any act done
in pursuance of any prevision of this act or of any order or
regulation issued or promulgated thereunder, not\9 ithstanding that
such provision, order or regulation shall subse luentlj'' be deter-
mined to be invalid or unconstitutional. No city or tov.n shall
be liable for any damage sustained to person or property as the
result of an authorized blackout.
SECTION 8. Any owner of property of which possession has been
taken under parrgreiih (c) of section six of said chapter seven
hundred and nineteen, to whoirt no a?9ard has been iTiade or ".vho is
dissatisfied with the amount a'.varded hin as compensation by the
governor with the approval of the council, instead of proceeding!
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under parafyraphs Td) , (e) and (TT of said section, nay hnve his
damages deterrriinnd under chapter seventy-nine of the General La\v
SECriCK 9. If any action under authority of any provision of th
act or of said chapter seven hundred and nineteen except para-
graph (c) of section six {.hereof, or any order or regulation
issued or promulgrted under any such orovision, in itself con-
stitutes an appropriation of property to the public use, compen-
sation may be recovoisd therefor under chapter seventy-nine of th
Geneml La^ys from the body politic or corporate ar^propriating
such property,
SECTI ON 1 . The provisions of thi s act and the a n or i ty grn n t
e
hereunder shall be effective and be exercised only in so far as
they do not cnntroveno any law of the United States or the exer-
cise of any lawful po'jjer by the president.
SKCTICiJ 11. If any sec ion or subdivision of this act, or any
application thereof, shall be held invalid, unconstitutional or
inoperative, the remaincier of this act, or other aprlicatioas of
such section or ir.ibdivision , shall not be affected thereby,
SECTION 12, This act shall be in effect durinf^ the continuance
of the existing state of vmv between the United States and an/
foreign countr:/; provided, that tMs act shall cease to be in
effect upon the arlier adoption by both b'^anches of the general
court of a joint resolution stating that it is no longer neces-
sary for the public good and safety.
Approved Jonuary 31, 1942.
s.
is
a
-

All contracts exceeding eight hundred dollars in amcmt made by
the coniriiissi oners for building, altering, furniatiing or re^.air-
ing public buildings, or for the construction or repair of publjj|c
works, or for the purchase of sup lies, shall be in writinf^ ;-md
shall be filed with sold commissioners or their cleric, and a coi
of each such contitict shall be filed in tl.e of n ice of the counts
treasurer, a11 changes in or additions to or agreenents for
extras under such conti-acts shall also be in writing and be so
filed. All such contr-^cts shall be nade after notice inTiting
bids thereof has been posted for at least one week in a con-
spicuous place in each county building whore the commissioners
have an office and has been advei-tlsed at loast three times in i
newspaper, if any, published in the city or town 'nherein the
public buildir3£';, bridge, highway or public work or institution
to be supplied in accordance with the contract is or is to be
situated; otherwise in any newspaper of general circulation in
the county. The Comiaissioiier s shall in each case make and file
with the county treasurer a sworn certificate of such posting
and advertising, but in an emerjfjncy, to the existence of which
they shall certify u-non the orders to the county treasurer for
the payment of bills, the y may contract for repairs without suclj
posting or advertising, ixll bids shall be publicly opened in
the presence of the commissioners and rec^orded in their records^
No contract made in violation of iihis section shall be valid
against the county, and no payment thereimder shall be made.
The commissioners may, however, rer^t ir county buildin gs or otho:](
public works by day work, if in their judgraont, expressed in a
vote, tlie best interests of the eo nty so require; bur. no bill
therefore in excess of eit-iht hundred dollars shall be paid by
the county tro' surer unless, upon or with the bill, the clerk of
the commissioners has certified th:'t such a vote is entered \ivoi
their records.
CILiF -IrlR 45 , ( TO]E . SD . ) , SECTION 26
No contract for construction work or for the purchase of arpara*
tus, sup-'lier or materials, whether for repairs or original con«|
structi.n, the esti nted cost of which amo nts to five hundred
dollars or more, except in cases of special emergency involving
the health or safety of the people or their property, shall be
awarded unless proposals for the sghjo have ^:)een Invited by
advertisements in at least one newspaper pu lished in the city
once a week for at least two cxjnsocutivo weeks, the last publi-
cation to be at least one week before the tine specified for th^i
opening of said proposals. Such advorti serr; nts shall state the
time and place where plans and specifications of proposed "Jork
or supplies may be had and the time and plr ce for openln"' the
proposals in answer to said • dvert i ser.en ts , and shall reserve t
the city the right to reject any or all of such proposals. a11
such proposals shall be opened in public. No bill or contract
t
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shall be split or divided for the puiT)ose of evading any pro-
rtsion of this chapter.
ACTS, 1941. CIUPIV "^ 706. SECTION 7
92
In case any officer of a department, division, board or con-
miss ion of the comraon^oalth whose appointnient is not subject to
chapter thirty-one of the General Laws and \7hose duties are not
otherxvise authorized by laiv to be perforraed by rinother person,
is unable to perform the duties of his office by reason of said
military or naval service, the head of such department, division,
board or coionission to perform the duties of such officer
during such se rvice, but the person so designated shall have no
authority to make perr-ianent appointnents or reiiovals. Every
such designation shall be subject to approval by the govez-nor,
and shall remain in force and effect until teririinated by the
return of the regular officer or ermDloyoe or until revoked by
the head of suc'i departLien t, division, board or comraission, or
by the governor, siny person who, '^^hile holding a position sub-
ject to said chapter thirty-one, is designated to perform the
duties of another as provided in this section shall hrve and re-
tain all his rights under said chapter thirty-one, including sen-
iority, and v^hon such design - tion ceases to be in force and
effect he shall be reinstated without examination in the posi-
tion previously hold by hiii. Any appointment, proiuotion or
transfer of any person to perforin the duties of a person so
designated sh^.ll be teriporary and shall not extend beyond the
date ivhen such designation ceases to be in force and effect.
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